or best panel ide11S
:ood designers.
We're not ashamed to admit it.
Our engineers got the idea for our Alveus ...
panels and curtain walls from somewhere else.
They took it from nature.
TI1e honeyromb rore in a beehive is a
masterpiece of engineering and art. It can support
25 times its weight in spite of its ultra thin shell.
Which is just what we were looking for.
-So inside Alveus panel product., you ·n find a
rigid aluminum honeyromb rore. Making them
lightweight_ yet still able to maintain exceptionally
high strength-to-weight ratios.
It also gives you surfaces with absolute
flatness.
And lets you rurve them into almost any
ronfiguration you want. From rounded rorners
to rolumn rovers.
So when you need a smooth surfare
design that blends with glass to create an tminterrupted flush, monolithic surfare, look for
Alveus panel and curtain wall.
The ones with the honeyromb core.
After all, four-hundred million~ am't be
wrong.
For romplete architectural design
specifications, rontact Kawneer Company,
Inc., Department C, T~ ParkAtlanta., 55.5 GuthridgeCourt,.Nora.:L..GA 3009'2.
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Letters

By including Steven Hall 's
Texas house in RECORD
HO USES, we were simply showing our readers an intriguing
design in its work-in-progress
phase. The project was not an
official Record House, and we
did not give Holl the award
that we traditionally confer
upon the architects of houses
in that issue. RECORD HO USES
remains committed to honoring the architects of completed
projects. -Ed.
No problem

Your Editorial in the April 1991
issue ["To Design Is Not
Enough," RECORD, page 9] is
right on. For the past year our
firm has seen the value of
stressing our problem-solving
capacity in pursuing new work.
In addition to clearly demon-

strating our competence, we feel
that particular aspect of our services is what will ultimately be
the deciding factor with any selection committee. Package
building and specialists in the
construction industry are absolute realities that must be given
serious consideration. Problem
solving is the architect's chief
asset at this point and a logical
tool of professional service.
Kirby L. Estes, President,
The Estes Corporation
Fayetteville, Arkansas
Texas pride

Thank you for the terrific article
on Texas architecture [RECO RD ,
February 1991, pages 84-93].
This story needs to be told and
you did a wonderful job. Every
time the story is told, the mythology gets stronger, and I
believe that this mythology will
help us eventually develop a
strong architecture for this region which can be a model to be
emulated elsewhere. Keep up
the good work.
Hal Box, Dean
School of Architecture,
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas
Middle-age makeovers

I don't blame developers for
reskinning stick and panel office
towers from the 1950s and '60s
to better compete for tenants
[RECORD, March 1991, pages
156-163]. And I would certainly
accept a similar design commission for my office. That said, I
am certain that in 20 years or so,
these buildings, which appear so
prosaic to us, will be the subject
of the sort of elaborate restoration work now applied to
buildings like the Berkeley
[March 1991, pages 90-99].
I can hear the muffled laughter,
but imagine the Post-modernization of the glass walls of New
Continued on page 28

.lune 5-.luly 19

"Formwork: Art Inspired by Industrial Architecture,"
American Institute of Architects, 1375 New York Ave.
N. W., Washington, D. C.
202/ 638-3105.
Through June 23

"Edge of a City: An Installation
by Steven Holl," Walker Art
Center, Minneapolis.
612/375-7600.
.lune 28-20

"Buildings at Risk: Seismic Design Basics for Practicing
Architects"; Vista Hotel,
Washington, D. C. Sponsored by
the AIA/ ACSA Council on
Architectural Research.
202/785-2324.
.lune 28-30

Construction Specifications Institute 35th Annual Convention,
San Diego. 703/ 684-0300.
Through August 13

"Roberto Burle Marx: The Unnatural Art of the Garden,"
Museum of Modern Art, 11 Wes
53rd Street, New York City.
212/708-9400.
Through September I

"Romance in Stone: A History
Mediterranean Revival Archite
ture," Fort Lauderdale
Historical Society, 219 S. W. Se
and Ave., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
305/ 463-4431.
October 20-23

SpecFair '91, in conjunction wit
Industrial Fabrics Association
International Convention,
Opryland Hotel, Nashville, Ten
nessee. 612/222-2508.
Through October 3 I

"Encounters and Enclosures:
Architectural Aspects of Rece
Sculpture," Storm King Art
ter, Mountainville, . Y.
914/534-3190.
Permanent Exhibition

"Ideal Places: Rockefeller Visions for America," National
Building Museum, 401 F Stree
N. W, Washington, D. C.
202/ 272-2448.
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SITUATION:
The Metroview Project called for
4 types of passive fireproofing,
each with a 2-hour fire rating.
SOLUTION:
ISOLATEK answered the demanding specifications in every area.
Metroview is Chubb Realty's newest office
building in NJ. The 8-story structure, with
4 1/2-level parking garage, had different fireprotection needs throughout. Rick Taylor,
Project Architect for The Hillier Group,
outlined specifications for all the required
fireproofing products.
Construction Manager Eric Takach of
Bellemead Construction Corp., the general
contractors, worked with experts at
ISOLATEK INTERNATIONAL to find the
fireproofing best suited for each area.
Together w ith the architect, they determined
the most cost-effective, labor-saving combination to do the job. Project Manager Charles
Conklin, of Dyer Insulations, Inc., supervised
the fireproofing application.
For the building's structural steel and the steel
beams in the garage, these experts chose
CAFCO®BLAZE-SHIELD®sprayed fireproofing .
With its easy application and fast drying time,
workmen could move through quickly. To prevent abrasion in the low-clearance areas of the
garage, CAFCO®WEATHER-SHIELD®protective
coating was sprayed over the BLAZE-SHIELD.
The spandrel beam and the steel perimeter columns of the parking garage presented another
challenge. Because these areas are subjected to
abuse from weather and vibration, CAFCO 560
cementitious fireproofing was applied. Its hard ,
resilient surface withstands severe conditions.
For the storage rooms, additional thermal insulation was specified. CAFCO HEAT-SHIELD®AF,
with its high-rated thermal and acoustical properties was the answer.
"The design called for a wide range of fireproofing
products:' commented Project Architect Rick
Taylor. "Yes:' added Charles Conklin of Dyer
Insulations. "All of the ISOLATEK products
worked to specs. The spray application made it
easy to coat uneven and hard-to-reach surfaces
and drying time was fast.
No matter what fireproofing situations your
building presents, ISOLATEK has the solutions
to your toughest construction problems.
Call us at: 1 800 631-9600.
I

Charles Conklin of Dye r Insulations, Inc. and
Enc Takach of Bellemead Construction Corp.

.

Furnace Street, Stanhope, NJ 07874 / USA
TEL: 201 347-1200 FAX 201 347-9170
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Split Personality
The trouble with the enduring debate over life, death, and future of the Modernist
movement is that it confuses Modernism as style with Modernism as religion.
Modernism got into hot water because it preached one thing and practiced another.
It preached that 20th-century society (by which it meant, shortsightedly, only
Western industrialized society) rates from the architect a clean, healthy environment, achieved by exploiting contemporary materials and construction technology.
Esthetics would take care of itself.
This kind of open-ended esthetic is a quicksand, as the first Modernists discovered
early on by having to use costly hand processes to fake a machine-made look.
Also known as functionalism, the movement held that a design that fit the program
is its own esthetic reward. Or, as Joseph Hudnut, Gropius's predecessor at Harvard's Graduate School of Design, wrote sarcastically in the May 1931 issue of
RECORD: "Beauty is the satisfaction that we experience when we perceive the fitness of an instrument for its [function]. Then let an architect merely plan and build
intelligently; beauty will dwell unbidden in his organic structure"-whereas the
Renaissance "never supposed beauty to be a by-product of science."
Modernism's downfall was not as a philosophy but as a visual expression of that
philosophy; in other words, as a style. It ignored people's emotional needs-context; human scale; occasional ambiguity instead of wall-to-wall clarity; surprise
rather than total, immediate comprehension. Venturi, Blake, Jane Jacobs, and others pounced on these flaws, and their writings found a ready audience, professional
and popular. This heady combination ended up spawning Postmodernism and other
stylistic movements that sought to supply what Modernism had so signally
withheld.
But none of this in any way negates Modernism as ideology. There is nothing
wrong, and indeed everything right, in exploiting the efficiencies of current technology, in making buildings affordable and accessible, in reaching for light and
clean air, in specifying materials and systems that are environmentally sound.
But to make a well-functioning machine into architecture takes a creative actwitness the work of Mies, Le Corbusier, Kahn, Meier, and others. Corbusier's own
infamous dictum that a house is a machine for living only serves to point perversely at the gap between his philosophizing and his design genius.
Moreover, Modernism as an ideology is contained in Postmodernism even in its
most extreme applique manifestations, as its protagonists will, I suspect, be the
first to admit. It is, in its demands for technically and environmentally sound solutions, a creed for all seasons. As a style, it puts great burdens on its champions,
burdens from which Postmodernism, for example, with its great dependence on
popular forms, or Deconstructivism, with its reliance on shock value and esoteric
literary provenances, are subtly protected.
So count on Modernism to be around for a good long while. And look for the champions who can convert its creed into romanticism, poetry and, yes, even ambiguity.
Stephen A. Kliment
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place, are made of Du Pont ANTRON®nylon. Consider this.

else that spills are a constant problem.
It's that simple.
Two choices. With either one,
Du Pont provides exceptional polymer, fiber and protection technology.
Unsurpassed industry support and information networks. Certification ensuring that th
finished carpets meet strict Du Pont quality standards. Static
protection for the life of the carpet. Anything else? Oh yes, the added assurance that ti
and again, Du Pont ANTRON nylon is the number one
~

choice of professionals.
Du Pont ANTRON. There is no equal.
~

more than looking great, our fabrics are incredibly tough. Since they're solution-dyed acrylic,
tain their colorfasmes.s and strength for years. And they resist damaging mildew and mold

So it's no wonder we offer the best five-year limited warranty in the busines.s.
is, Sunbrella is the # 1 acrylic awning and marine fabric in America, which means you can
it without reservation. Just look in the Yellow Pages under
gs and Canopies" for the name of the dealer nearest you.

Sunbrella Firesisf

MADE IN U.S A

Glen Raven Mills. lnc.. Glen Raven , NC 27217
• Registered rrademark Glen Raven Mills, lnc. All fabric rreaunents made of Sunbrella Firesist
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letters

Continued from page 4
York's Park Avenue in the 1950s. At least
we saved Lever House.
Steve Lewent, Architect
Queens, New York

You have rethought the entire publication
from the viewpoint of your readers' needs.
With any luck, a number of editors in other
fields will pick up on your insights.
Alexander Auerbach
Sherman Oaks, California

Redesign revisited

Re: New magazine design. In a word, Bravo!
Fred L. Good, Architect
New Fair.field, Connecticut
Just a note to congratulate you on the new
size and look of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD.
Having been involved in several magazine
redesigns, I have some idea of what you
must have gone through. However, I never
had to deal with a readership of men and
women who live and breathe visual design.
It's clear from your discussion of the magazine as a yearlong "book" that there was
much more involved than a simple facelift.

The yellow (orange) is awful and inhibits
photocopying (a goal?). Try again.
Bill Brubaker, Architect
Perkins & Will
Chicago
I just wanted to congratulate you on the new
format for the magazine. It's beautiful, readable, thoughtful, and engaging. Now the
MEMO has some competition for the best
architectural publication in the United States.
KevinE. Fry
The American Institute of Architects
Washington, D. C.

This was metal building design.

While I'll always remember the larger format fondly, I think that the magazine has
done a great job with the photographs and
bleeds in the new format to minimize any
feeling of smaller size. Congratulations!
John Wieland
Atlanta
Let me be among the many who, I'm sure,
will be singing your praises for the creation
of the brilliant new design format for
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD. You have create
a handsome, flexible, and cohesive magazin
appearance.
Ronald Gene Bowen, Architect
Bowen Williamson Zimmermann
Madison, Wisconsin
Dangerous notion?

After reading the article in the January issue about the Kimberly-Clark Coosa Pines

Times have chan

Health Center, by Valerio Associates
[RECORD, pages 84-87], I felt compelled to

express my concerns about the rationalizations of the architect and the editorial
comments of your reporter. The building appears to be a straightforward solution of the
functional problem with fl.ashes of a poetic
design sensibility in the detailing. Certainly
the architect's use of formal design concepts
from the past ("Early Christian entrance
atrium" and "Saxon multistaged wood belry") is no problem-history provides
illennia of solutions that can inspire the deigner. But both the architect and the
eporter make too much of it. It was the conept that was used, not the artifact itself, as
ne glance at the massing and detailing will
11. Therefore, there is no "alien historic
orm" here, as your reporter claims, and no
'odd contradiction," unless you worship at
he altar of mindless novelty. Unfortunately,

the architect feels compelled to defend himself from the bogus charge by claiming that
American culture's "total absence of history
and tradition affords perfect freedom." This
statement seems to be the descendant of the
mindset that has destroyed so our architectural heritage during the past 40 years.
This dangerous notion is capped by the claim
that the design "embraces the ambiguities
of modern times," a catch phrase whose
meaninglessness is matched only by its usefulness in explaining away anything the
architect wishes to do. In this case, the architect should have stuck to design, where he's
obviously successful, and not detracted from
his success by trying to explain it.
Michael Eversmeyer, Architect
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Point taken.-Ed.

oofing and siding panels give architects the freedom
re with metal-with flexibility, strength , and enduring
far exceeding conventional building products. Steelite
e source for total building enclosures: panels in an
choice of profiles, substrates, coatings and colors...
curved panel systems... the clean, continuous lines and
uperior strength of the unique SRS™ Standing Seam
tern ... streamlined louvers and ventilators... and the corsistance of the exclusive Corrstan® Multi-Mil Coating
lus the values added by Steelite's close and constant
to detail. Find out all you can do with metal panels on
project. Call or write for our detailed product catalog .

Attention to detail

TEELITE, INC.
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Corrections

The credits for Harborside Financial Center
in Jersey City, New Jersey [RECORD, March
1991, pages 120-129] should have listed William F. Schacht as Urban Design Consultant
for the Master Plan.
Credits for the Bargonetti House [RECORD
HOUSES, April 1991, pages 70-75] should
have read as follows: Architect: Harris
Kuhling Associates-Steven Harris, partner-in-charge; Michael Kuhling, project
architect; Lucien Rees-Roberts, Stephen
Brockman, Robert Schultz, assistants.
A photo caption on page 110 in the article on
the Price House [RECORD HOUSES, April
1991] incorrectly identified "San Diego artist
Rick Cross" as designer of Price's desk. The
artist's name is Rock Cross.
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okyo

Arizona

taha Hadid:
rokyo Decon

Mesas Inspire New Central Library
for Phoenix

!though these two Zaha Hadid projects
ave been stalled for months in Tokyo, work
egan in May on Tomigaya (top), an artist's
;udio and living space located in a residential
eighborhood. Hadid has employed cantileered platforms and a curving glass pavilion
a concrete shell 20 feet above an open first
el pierced by two steel columns. At Azabuban (bottom), in a crowded commercial
trict, Hadid has designed a sliver of a
lass and concrete office building on a 12- by~-foot lot, with a 120-foot-high metal wall
!inforcing one edge of the slender site. •

E

William P. Bruder's design for the new
Phoenix Central Library transplants the
mesas of Monument Valley to downtown
Phoenix. The architect uses a palette of red
sandstone screen walls and stabilized decomposed granite to bridge the massive, 280,000-

sq-ft structure to the nearby desert
landscape. Glass walls display the books to
passersby. The site anchors the southern
end of a proposed arts district that includes
the Heard Museum, the Phoenix Art Museum, and the Phoenix Little Theater. •

New York

Pelli Designs Art Center for Vassar

-

Some impressive names have come together
in Poughkeepsie, New York, where Cesar
Felli has designed the Francis Lehman Loeb
Art Center at Vassar College. The $15.6-million, 59,700-sq-ft project is half new
construction, including a sculpture garden

and expanded exhibition spaces. Some 30,000
sq ft of existing facilities for art history will
be renovated, and Vassar's collection of 9,000
objects will be cataloged in a digital, color-imaging computer system. The museum, Pelli's
first for a college, will open in 1994. •
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Italy

.

,

Milan Furniture Fair Turns 30
After an 18-month hiatus, Milan once again
hosted the Salone de! Mobile (Furniture
Fair). From April 12-17, the Italian city was
home to an estimated 50,000 foreign visitors,
who convened with Italian colleagues among
the fairground's temporary stands. Here,
nearly 2,000 furniture and accessory manufacturers from around the world displayed
their wares in some 1.2 million square feet of
showroom space. Several companies appeared to have profited from the extra six
months in a grueling schedule of new-product introductions that came when the

l
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September 1990 fair was postponed until this
year. Aldo Cibic, formerly of Memphis, introduced Standard (1), a collection several
years in the making. Cibic sees his new label
of modestly priced seating and tables as an
un-Memphislike mass-marketable "vehicle
for producing everyday objects." Folding tables and carts designed by Antonio Citterio
for Kartell (2) reminded repeat fairgoers of
the Italian architect's functional simplicity
and wit. Zanotta showed Anastasia, a relatively sedate cowhide-covered sofa (5) with
matching armchair by self-proclaimed New

Wave designer Andrea Branzi. The pieces
will be available in this country through ICF
Prospettive unveiled reproduction 1940s and
'50s Richard Neutra furniture (4). The line's
shiny metal surfaces, glossy wood finishes,
and bright upholstery contrast strikingly
with the Modern master's architecture. Peripatetic Philippe Starck was once again a
staple of the fair, represented not only at
Driade by his Royalton line and at Kartell b
his latest stacking chair (3), but also in tow
by his most recent architectural endeavor
(see page 36). K D. S.

Texas I Pennsylvania

Philip Johnson Flirts with Farewell,
But No Fat Lady in Sight

ilip Johnson's hints that his design career
ending may only be that. Accepting what
=calls "the challenge of a lifetime," John' n has designed a chapel for Houston's
iversity of St. Thomas (left), completing a
?ffersonian master plan he began in 1956.

Johnson has struck a spiritual chord with
Byzantine simplicity, topping a 60-footsquare cube with a white 70-foot-high dome
and illuminating the interior with reflected
natural light. In Pennsylvania, Johnson revealed plans for the Ryan Fine Arts Center

at tiny Seton Hill College (right), a complex
of discrete studios the architect claims will
be his final design. That was before Johnson
showed administrators a design for an addition to the University of Houston Law
School. Gerald Moorhead
Washin9ton

[urclish Refugee Camp at Zakho Is
lot Just a Tent City
enticing terrified Kurds from their muddy
untain deathtraps on the Turkish and Iran borders with Iraq, the U.S. Army
chewed the typical tent-city layout of idenal rows for a modular layout based on
ditional Kurdish villages. The camp design
•ates clusters of 20 or so tent villages
tndakan is the Kurdish plural), each housabout 1,000 refugees. A gund (top) holds
•ee areas of tent neighborhoods, or
akan, with each zozan (bottom) of five·son tents for some 60 people. These tents
arranged in an open square, forming a
rtyard that functions as family gathering
ce and children's playground. The army
s it hopes that the familiar layout will help
ed the transition of the camps from milito civilian control. An administrative
r will coordinate medical care, bulk food
·bution, and essential services. P D. S.

.
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Moore Design Takes
Tacoma Competition
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Charles Moore won a juried competition in
early May for a new Washington State Historical Society Museum in Tacoma. The
museum will be a renovation and expansion
of the city's Union Station. Moore's proposal
was selected over designs by finalists
Thomas Beeby, Michael Graves, and Arthur
Erickson. The jury, which included Joseph
Esherick and Allan Temko, was impressed
by Moore's "grandeur in restrained scale"
for the main building, with its "lofty internal
space" filled with "promise and
opportunity." •
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The Netherlands

Design Storms Dutch Provincial Capital

"The Groningers do have a reputation for
being suspicious of anything they regard as
'new-fangled,' " says Maarten Schmitt, senior urban-planning adviser in this provincial
capital in northern Holland. "But it turned
out this was fertile ground." Indeed, that
reputation for suspicion is being sorely
tested as the city of 170,000 sober Dutch
souls celebrates its 950th birthday, in part
by promoting the work of some of the fading
century's forward-looking architects.
chmitt (left in photo), who came to Groningen in 1975 feeling as if he were about to
leave architecture, is just half of the duo
that is the driving force behind Groningen's
new-found vigor. He works with Ypke
Gietema (right), a Labor Party alderman
since 1978, to connect with the architects
who could turn the town into a showcase for
contemporary design.
Schmitt's first move was to bring in architects from outside, both to build and to
provoke a livelier professional discussion locally. The practice has worked, and is
spreading beyond Groningen. "I'm gratified
that the younger firms here are rising to the
challenge," says Schmitt. "And it's gratifying that other cities in Holland are
consulting them as well."
Alderman Gietema was an early convert. "It
came as a personal revelation that there was
more to architecture than just building
enough housing to stop the move to the suburbs. I remember visiting a neighborhood in
1981 where we had worked really hard to
achieve quantity. But when I saw the quality, I thought, 'We must be able to do better
than this.'"
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The most ambitious of the projects is the design for the new Groninger Museum (1),
which will sit in the canal across from the
city's Central Station. The master design for
the 30,000-sq-ft project is by Alessandro
Mendini, personally chosen by museum director Frans Haks, who is himself a leading
proponent of Groningen's architectural adventures. Mendini proposed a series of
pavilions for the museum's different departments, and chose designers for each,
including Michele de Lucchi, Philippe Starck,
and the American painter Frank Stella.
In conjunction with an exhibit in the existing
museum, the city commissioned a series of
temporary pavilions for video viewing from
architects Zaha Hadid, Peter Eisenman, Bernard Tschumi, and Coop Himmelblau (2).
While these have been taken down to make

room for the new museum, a pavilion by
Rem Koolhaas will remain standing. To co
memorate Groningen's founding in 1040,
proposals for nine City Markers were designed and built by, among others, Kurt
Forster, Paul Virilio, Daniel Libeskind (3),
and John Hejduk (4).
Confirming Maarten Schmitt's early fears,
all this activity has provoked some citizens
to action, despite a generous share of positive local feeling. Litigation by advocacy
groups contesting the museum's site has
stalled the start of construction, perhaps f
two years. But those struggles could be ju
beginning. Arquitectonica has joined with
local firm to design apartments, Giorgio
Grassi's public library is under constructi
and Henri Ciriani is planning a 300-foot
tower. Tracy Metz

New York

rganicArchitecture Final Piece of Mel's Expansion Puzzle
evisited
ver the last 50 years the Organic Architecure mo\·ement has produced some of the
10st original and idiosyncratic forms in the
istoty of American building. "The Continuus Present of Orgamc Architecture," a
mall exhibition organized by the Contempoary Art Center in Cincinnati and held March
2-May 11, brought together a collection of
·trange materials, geometries, and colors, unler the heading of natural and home-grown
rchitectural reflections of the American psy·he. Al the show's center are exuberant
ommissioned pieces by contemporary archiect<; Bart Prince (below), Herb Greene, and
erry Brown, the young Cincinnati practiioner whose work inspired the exhibition.
'hese pieces frame models and drawings that
race the emergence of this movement from
ouis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright to
'alter Burley Griffith and Bruce Goff. What
· especially compelling about this work is
mt all of it has been built from bit'l and
ieces of sometimes unrecognizable materials
10sen solely for their inherent sensual or
ructural worth. "Organic Architecture"
·ovides a welcome look at a rich, earthy alrnatJve force.Aaron Belsky

When it opened late last year, the Carroll
and Milton Petrie European Sculpture Court
marked the final phase in Kevin Roche John
Dinkeloo Associates' long-term expansion of
New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art.
The 240-foot-long court, naturally lit
through a glass roof that rises to 63 feet in
the center, is patterned on the formal symmetry of French classical gardens, although
it displays sculpture dating into this century.
At the west end, a 44-foot-high glass curtain
wall overlooks Central Park, while a trellis
wall covers the court's east end. •
Norman McGrath

Virginia

·

New Residential College for
Jefferson's Campus
Designing a new residential college at the
University of Virginia in Charlottesville, Tod
Williams Billie Tsien and Associates went directly to founder Thomas Jefferson for
inspiration. They used the hilly, wooded site
to define a new boundary for the campus, as
Jefferson did with his original buildings. A
dining hall and principal's residence flank
dormitory buildings flung out from a linking
path that climbs the hill. Paved courts and
lawns weave throughout the site, directing
students back toward the main campus or inviting them to linger. P D. S.
Brett Ettinger

New York

Making Waves for Landmark
Parabolic Asphalt Plant
axmamWins
IA Election
iladelphia architect Susan Maxman will bee President of the American Institute of
chitects in late 1992. Long active in the
, Maxman was elected at the annual contion of the 134-year-old body, held in
shington May 17-21. •

Rather than ignore Kahn and Jacobs' parabolic 1942 Asphalt Plant (now a recreation
center called Asphalt Green), on the East
River in upper Manhattan, architect Richard
Dattner has made it the vertical counterpoint to his design for a swimming pool and
sports-training facility. The five-story, triangular steel-frame building will hold a 50meter training pool along its hypotenuse.
The wavelike front elevation avoids encroaching on an existing playground, one
element in a difficult site also bounded by a
highway and vehicular ramp. •
Richard Dattner
Architectural Record June 1991
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Environment

Blueprint for Off-the-Shelf Energy Efficiency

The Croxton Collaborative has made a name
for itself by designing office renovations
tuned to the environmental consciousness of
such clients as the Natural Resources Defense Council [RECORD, October 1989, pages
128-132). Now the firm is taking a step up in
scale. The firm will apply lessons learned in
smaller projects to an entire 88,000-sq-ft
building. The client is another big name in
environmental circles: the National Audubon
Society.
Three principles drive Croxton's design: recycling, energy efficiency, reduced toxicity.
The recycling center is the building itself, a
10-story, 1891 George Post structure clad in
brownstone and masonry with strong terracotta detailing, on Manhattan's Lower East
Side. It will be gutted and refitted as NAS's
national headquarters. (Retail tenants on the
ground floor will remain.) Most interior materials, including wallboard, subflooring,
plastic, and tile, have recycled components.
Four recycling chutes transport white paper,
plastic, organic materials, and aluminum to
basement bins. Audubon's goal is recycling
80 percent of incoming material.
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Though intended as a showcase, the Croxton
Collaborative approach uses readily
replicable off-the-shelf technology that
should pay for itself through reduced energy
costs within three to five years. "We're not
really designing or inventing anything," says
Kirsten Childs, Croxton's Director of Interior
Design. For example, a gas-fired absorption
heater-chiller (drawing below right) eliminates sulfur-oxide emissions and reduces
nitrous oxide emissions by 70 percent over
the 30-year life of the system. With a rebate
from Con Edison (the gas-fired system puts
no demand on the power grid), installation
costs 11 percent more than spec-grade equipment, but will pay for itself within two years.
Because of upgrades to its lighting systems
and shell, the building requires only 180 tons
of coolant over 30 years, versus a standard
300 tons; the chiller uses a nontoxic refrigerant free of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs).
Although Croxton's program calls for just 6.3
air changes an hour, fresh air circulates at a
constant rate of 24 cubic feet per minute per
person, well above current standards. That
minimizes mold build-up in the ductwork, cutting the risk of sick-building syndrome.
In concert with the hvac, two other components should produce large energy savings.

Major tightening of the shell includes do11bl
glazing with a heat-shield film suspended be
tween panes, combined with an upgrade of
the surrounding wall insulation, minimizing
winter heat loss and reducing summer heat
gain. The ambient lighting system (drawing
below left) uses low-energy parabolic fixtures with T-8 triphosphor fluorescent lamp
and electronic ballasts. These tubes have a
much higher flicker rate and produce light i
a wider spectrum than conventional core-coi
fluorescents, requiring 30 percent less
power to achieve equivalent light output.
Low-toxicity interior components round out
Croxton's plan: a cementitious blown-in ins
lation containing no CFCs; carpet of natura
undyed fibers installed tackless over hairand-jute pads; furniture tested to insure
minimal emissions of volatile organic compounds, particulates, and formaldehyde;
water-based paints with no heavy metals;
woods sealed with natural shellac to preve
off-gasing and certified by the distributor a
coming from sustainable-growth sources.
Childs affirms that these products are increasingly there for the asking. "Three
years ago, there was little interest from
manufacturers," she says. "Now that has
changed." Peter D. Slatin
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Philadelphia

Books

Highrise Fire Concerns Unresolved

Briefly noted

re than three months after an 18-hour
e burned through eight flqors of a 38ry tower-costing three firefighters'
es-important questions remain unreved. How did the fire get out of control so
ickly? Why were the building's fire-protion systems so vulnerable?
e answers to these questions are critical
·owners of older skyscrapers, as this fire
ushing code officials to demand sprins in all highrise buildings. One Meridien
za, the site of the fire, is shrouded now in
tective netting as contractors begin shorthe damaged structure, a daily reminder
he catastrophe for thousands of office
kers as they pass to their own highrises
nearby commuter-rail stations.
• Meridien is a particularly frightening
pie of what can go wrong because it
regarded as one of downtown Philadel's better properties and-short of
ing sprinklers throughout-represented
-of-the-art fire protection. The blaze apntly began when workers who were
nishing furniture left 25 lb of rags

soaked with linseed oil on the floor instead
of in covered containers. Spontaneous combustion ignited the rags and nearby
containers of solvents. Smoke detectors conveyed an alarm to the security desk, but
instead of calling the fire department, a
guard was sent to investigate. By the time
he reached the floor, the smoke was so thick
he was nearly overcome. The guard only
survived, according to Fire Commissioner
Roger H. Ulshafer, because he was able to
speak to another guard who recalled the elevator. The fire quickly spread to an electrical
room which was upposed to have a one-andone-half hour fire rating, but had an illegal
gap above the suspended ceiling and a second large hole. Within this room, the fire
rapidly burned through both the primary
and secondary power feed for the building,
short-circuiting emergency lighting and elevator power. Pumps intended to move firefighting water up standpipes failed.
Philadelphia, unlike many cities, requires installation of sprinklers in all new highri e
buildings. The city has not mandated the installation of such systems in older tall
structures. In the fire's aftermath there
have been renewed calls for sprinkler retrofitting, but at press time, the city council,
hesitant to place new burdens on owners in a
battered local economy, had not passed any
legislation. There has also been criticism of a
program whereby the city permits building
owners to· engage independent contractors
to certify that fire-suppression systems are
operating according to specifications (implicated in the pump failures). With the city
facing bankruptcy, though, there is little
chance of increased manpower for safety
inspections.
The fire department's investigation continues. The building's owners have retained the
original architect/engineer, The KlingLindquist Partnership, to analyze the
damage and devise programs to stabilize
weakened areas. J S. R.

Construction Materials, Types, Uses and
Applications, by Caleb Hornbostel. Nell'

York: John Wiley & Sons. 1.991, :.95.
Entire books are devoted to important con.·truction components, but Hornbostel's book
(an updated second edition) is useful as a
quick text overview to the properties of over
2,000 materials that may be unfamiliar, or
for which memorv faib. The text is in encvclope<l1c order rather than, say, CSI form~t.
Though amply illustrated, it makes a worthv
companion to, rather than a replacement fo;·,
A ffhitectu ral Graphic Standards.
HYAC Systems Evaluation, b.11 Harold R.

Colen. Kingston. Mass: R. S . .lleans Com/Htny, 1.9.90. .'f;.5i.95.

With h\·ac systems often the costliest single
element of a builrling and with energy conservation increasingly a priority, architects
need to remain eon\'ersant with strategies
and systems. Though oriented to engineer:.
this book is remarkable for iLc; clarity in a
field that seems impenetrable to all too
man) architects. Chapters focus on each
comµonent separately. architectural issues
are clearly treated (appropriate location of
eoolmg towers, for example). and both ad\ antages and disadvantages of competing
systems are diseussed, including such crucial but often-overlooked issue: as owner
priorities (first cost \"ersus operating cost.'i,
to take one), operator skills required, and
ease of repair.
Architectural Details from the Early
Twentieth Century, By Philip G.
Knobloch. Washington: AJA Press. J!J.91,

:j:.J.9.95 (S.15.95, members).
\ facsimile of a detail reference first published in 19:~1. this book will please anyone
who loves drawings and be useful to the designer wishing to recapture the detaib and
proportions of traditional architecture. Details were derived from the working
drawings of, among others, :\lellor, :Meigs &
Howe, :\lcKim, Mead & White, Paul P Cret,
and Can-ere and Hastings. •
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Window Update
NFRC set to meet Con9resslonal deadline

300 Line-for-line. The Main Hall of St.

Norbert College in De Pere, Wisconsin, a
Richardsonian structure designed by W. C.
Reynolds in 1903, was renovated as part of a
campus-wide expansion program that has
seen 40,000 sq ft of new and remodeled
space added in each of the past four years.
The college's original building, Main had
been subjected to a series of ad hoc remodeling efforts over the years, and the large
double-hung windows, a major design element in the facade of rusticated limestone
and red brick, had weathered badly (top
left). While the interior was completely
redone to accommodate new administrative,
healthcare, and classroom functions, the exterior, on the National Register of Historic
Places, was to be restored to an as-built condition, and any new components had to meet
state and federal appearance standards.
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Concerned with the life-cycle cost and fuel
efficiency of replacement units, project architect Michael McMahon of CPR Associates
and Jeffrey Kanzelberger of the college's facilities department worked with a Wausaubased aluminum-window maker to develop a
framing system that would duplicate exactly
the 3/ 16-in. panning and deep shadow lines
of the wood originals. Full-scale CAD-generated drawings of the proposed windows
were approved by Wisconsin's compliance
officer as meeting both state and Department of the Interior guidelines. Frames,
extruded by a custom die that re-created the
wood profile, were finished in a cream color
that duplicated the original paint. Glazing
is clear insulating glass, and all sash tilt
in for easier cleaning. The college's fuel
bills are lower, too. Milco Windows,
Wausau, Wis. •

To resolve contlictmg claims relative to energy performance and other characteristics
in the highly competitive window industry,
the National Fenestration Ratings Council
(, 'FRC) ts developing rating procedures for
thermal resistance, solar-optical characteristics, and air mfiltration, "hich are deemed to
have the g-reatest impact on energ-y performance. It's not a standards organization, bu
nclud('s representatives from glass, window, and door manufacturers, trade
• rganizations such a • 1AHB, ASHRAE,
and the AIA, utilities, umvers1t1es and testing labs, the l nited State. Department of.
Energy, and consumer-advocate groups. Th
. ·ational Energy Pohcy Act of 19!l0 gave th
• 'FRC respon ibility for developing a volun
to.ry, nationwide rating and labeling
program for windows, .kyhghts, and gla:s
doors by the end of 1992. and an additional
push \\as provided by Califorma's Title 24
Residential Energy Code, which :-;et." a max·
mum G'-rnlue for windows offered for sale
in the state after .June 1D!l2. In April, the
group made considerable progress toward
the. e deadlines b~ appro\ ing an interim pr
cedure that rates a window's total lJ-value
b} combinmg the heat-loss at the center of
glass, edge of g-lass, and the sash-frame
ar('a, based on calculation models that are
venfied by sample testing of the product:·.
Herbert Yeudenfriend of the. 'FRC feels
that it is important for architect.-; to under:-;tand the ·ivnificance of the. ·FRC energy
ratings and labeling system. Ach ances in
\~ indow and gla s technology have already
reached thE point\\ here, in heating-dominated climates, windows with lov. heat Jos.·
outperform the be t·insulated roof or wall
yi;tem since captured solar heat gain exceeds thermal loss, even on the north
elevation. Incorporating the:-;e concepts ca1
be of considerable help in overcoming the
li1111tations on fene tration u e presently i
posed by ASHRAE 90.1 and !10.2. Within t
next decade one could expect that appropr
<itely specified fenestration will provide a
net gain for new buildings and eliminate c
strain ts from architecu· in the u. e of glas
for all building design. The Interim Procedure for determining fenestration produc
thermal properties (currently limited to 'C
\'alues) is available from the. 'FRC. 962
Wayne Ave., Silver Spring, Md. 20910. •

Window makers respond to the demand for
ever-better energy performance, historic
accuracy, and site-specific sizes and colors.

30 I Jeffersonian. A large triple-hung
cherry-wood window, designed by architect
Stuart Cohen to showcase the fabrication
techniques offered by the maker's new custom plant, recalls the windows Thomas
Jefferson invented for his study at Monticello. Each equal-size sash is counterweighted, and the center unit lifts
automatically as the bottom sash is raised.
The full clear height of the open window is 6
ft 8 in., with a frame that fits into a 2 by 4
wall; the lift mechanism is in an accessible
pocket. Shown to the rear of the room setting are true-divided-light windows with
curved glass. Pella/ Rolscreen, Pella, Iowa.
302 Intricate. A new multichambered sash
design separates the drainage and reinforcement chambers in Rehau double-hung and
slider windows, improving the frame's condensation resistance while ensuring a thin
section in the structural-plastic extrusion.
For customized large windows, steel reinforcement can be placed within the
chambers, stiffening the frame while maintaining a narrow profile. A new lift-rail
glazing stop simplifies the appearance of
corners, with one common sash profile for
each light. Rehau Inc., Leesburg, Va.
303 Colorful. Marvin has greatly expanded

the range of colors offered in its Flexacron
coating system, a factory-applied two-component finish said to provide durable longterm performance without compromising
the natural look of wood windows. Over 50
colors may be specified on a standard, twoweek lead time. Color formulations can be
made available so that trimwork can exactly
match the windows. Marvin Windows,
Minneapolis.
304 Thrifty. Available as an option in clad
casements, awning, half-round, and other
window shapes, InSol-8 glazing has two layers of clear Heat Mirror film set within a
one-in.-thick insulating unit, creating three
gas-filled spaces with a center-of-glass R
value of 8. Using the selective-transmission
film almost eliminates UV-caused fading of
interior furnishings, and greatly improves
the noise-blocking characteristics of the
glazing. Spacers are non-conductive, and do
not compromise thermal efficiencies. Hurd
Millwork Co., Medford, Wis. •
Products continued on page 126
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MicroStation PC 4.0
By Steven S. Ross
Out of the box (a very, very big box), you
get 3-D modeling and rendering, links to external databases, and a UNIX-like windows
interface. Drawing files are interchangeable
with Macintosh and UNIX versions. (For a
review of MicroStation 3.5, Mac version, see
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD , February 1990,
page 177.)
All this makes MicroStation 4.0 a particularly good buy for those who have outgrown
their existing UNIX Intergraph system. As

with other Intergraph software, eight views
can be open at once. The image windows can
be resized and overlapped. Many other new
features in this version make upgrade
worthwhile. Among them:
• Easier control of image settings.
• Naming or numbering of drawing levels,
and hierarchical arrangement of levels.
• Isometric for drawing 3-D objects in 2-D.
• Auxiliary coordinate systems (cylindrical
and spherical, in addition to rectangular) for
easier 3-D drawing of curved objects.
• More reference files-up to 255.

• Flexible multiline line styles for walls.
• More flexible dimensioning.
• Improved image control, and an optional interface to RenderMan, which has become
the industry standard for shaded images.
• Built-in file translation to and from DXF
Release 10. Intergraph promises free upgrades as DXF evolves.
By the way, a version for industry-standard
Sun computers has been announced for fall .
The company delivers on its promises-although typically late. • Circle number 305

MicroStation PC 4.0 Nuts and Bolts Summary
Equipment required: Computer equipped with 80386 or 80386SX
CPU and 80387 or 80387SX coprocessor or functional equivalent, or
80486 CPU; 2 MB of random-access memory (at least 4 MB strongly
recommended); fixed disk, DOS 3.1 or above (3.3 strongly recommended), mouse or digitizing tablet. This is the first DOS version
that works well enough with a mouse to forsake t he tablet. If you
use a tablet, though, the 12xl8 size is strongly recommended, especially in offices that are already using Intergraph's own dedicated
workstations. Architects we showed the software to generally preferred the tablet to the mouse. Hardware lock fits on a parallel port
If a printer is connected to the lock, it must be turned on.
Vendor: Intergraph Corporation, Huntsville, AL 85894-0001; 800345-4856. $3,450. Support is normally through dealers, but a toll-fre
800 number connects you to Huntsville. Upgrade from 8.:3, $500. Se
vice: Through dealers. Networking and multiple copies. Volume
pricing available.
Manuals: Four giant loose-leafs, with installation instructions, tut

rial, command references, and programming guide for the add-on
like command language. The manuals are logical, well-written, and
absolutely a must-read before installation and use.
Ease-of-use: MicroStation is an astoundingly flexible, full-feature
package. Learning to use it efficiently can take months. But the ba
sic moves are intuitive, so you can put it to work almost
immediately. Zooming is a bit awkward-you define a zooming
point, rather than surrounding the view you want with a box that
fines the new boundaries of the image.
Error-trapping: Good. There are lots of little traps, but they tend

Top: Views of the main palette and palettes for database, view
control, and fencing off sections of the drawing. The look is that
of the UNIX OSF/Motifwindowing system, similar to Intergraph s dedicated workstations. Above: The database palette.
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not to produce errors that can corrupt or destroy files. Errors can
produced by unsophisticated User Command Macros. But because
the macros are meant to be used by advanced personnel, this shou
not be a problem in the typical practice. Operation to store and retrieve files on a Novell NetWare 386 network was smooth, once w
sorted out some details about which interrupt address we could u.
to access the network. We suspect a UNIX network arrangement
would be more typical, because of the Intergraph 1.;NIX pedigree.

~oprocessor

Substitutes

ou're about to buy a powerful new comuter. Your CAD software requires that a
math coprocessor chip be installed. Your
' ealer suggests you can get faster calculations by using a clone coprocessor chip
nstead of the Intel 80387 or similar Intel
hip. The software vendor, however, says
nly the Intel part is certified.
ur tests of the Integrated Information
'echnology Advanced Math CoProcessor
uggest your dealer is right. While normal
'AD software does not deliver the huge
peedups that some clone chip suppliers
aim, you should realize at least a small
peed gain compared to the Intel part. There
o not seem to be any compatibility probms. And, most importantly you may save a
tie money.
t first, what does a math coprocessor do?
any of the calculations that CAD software
st make to place an image on the screen
·e done with "floating point" math. That is,
e calculations are done to whatever numr of decimal places are necessary to get
e required precision-typically 16 signifit digits. A simple line in a 3-D drawing is
scribed by its two endpoints. Each of the
dpoints has three coordinates (one for the
axis, one for Y, and one for Z).
calculate the length of the line, typical
software "rotates" the coordinate sysso that it lies in a plane, imagines the
e as the hypotenuse of a right triangle,
.n subtracts the X values from each other
tl the Y values from each other to get the
gth of the triangle's sides. Using Pythags's theorem, the software squares the
erences in X and Y, sums them, and
res the square root of the total. Curves ree more than two points to define. To
de a surface, CAD software imagines the
e described by the triangle (or, for
torealistic shading, a polygon with even
e sides), checks to make sure other obiS (planes) are not between your eyepoint
the surface, and "bounces" imaginary
t off the surface in accordance with
ll's law (angle of incidence equals angle
eftection).

a wonder that even our fast modern
workstations can handle them all-shading
a drawing in a few minutes, or performing
hidden-line removal.
The Intel coprocessor chips, and most of the
clone brands, have part numbers with "87"
in them . Intel's parts are the 80287, 80387SX,
and so forth. The newest Intel CPU, the
80486, has the coprocessor built in.
Reviews of coprocessors in general-interest
computer magazines have tended to find little or no difference in speed. But there have
been no reviews of really big CAD files. And
some of the reviews were clearly done improperly. To see differences in calculation
times, we used big models-two DXF files
each over 4 MB. One consisted of mainly fiat
surfaces (95 percent of the 20,000+ elements
were lines), the other used curves for about
half its 17,000 elements.
To isolate the calculations from slower disk
access time, we used enough memory to put
all of the models in memory at once. We
then used ASG's new Model Vision to render
the images, first in "Quick View" mode, and
then in high-quality "Full Render" mode. We
started timing when the render command
was given, after loading everything into
memory. (We'll be providing a full review of
Model Vision in a future issue, by the way.)

Li)

tiply all those calculations by the
uber of elements in a drawing, and it is

The actual rendering times are irrelevantyour images and your computer speed will
differ. The IIT chip was consistently faster,
but by small margins. The margins are
greater for the drawings with curved surfaces, because more calculations are needed.
This first table shows the results on an IBM
PS/ 2 Model 80 with 9 MB of RAM.

Flat, quick shade
Curved, quick shade
Flat, full render
Curved, full render

Intel
80387
7:18
16:01
19:42
23:02

IIT
3C87
6:58

14:50
19:01
22:06

When we went to our custom 386SX computer with 16 MHz ELT motherboard and 5
MB RAM, the differences became very
small-unnoticeable in normal office use.
This was because there was some disk-swap-

ping. The software was storing part of the
images on disk, because there was not quite
enough RAM to hold them.

Flat, quick shade
Curved, quick shade
Flat, full render
Curved, full render

Intel
80387SX
10:32
23:10
28:18
40: 17

!IT
3C87SX
10:21
22:57
28:01
39:51

We added another 4 MB of RAM to the
386SX and reran the full render, getting values almost identical to the PS/ 2 Model 80
run. (Both computers used Qualitas memory-management software to turn extended
memory into the expanded memory.

Flat, full render
Curved, full render

Intel
80387SX
20:03
23:37

IIT
3C87SX
19:47
22:51

In short, if your designs tend to be full of
curves, the IIT (and maybe some other clone
coprocessors we have not checked) give you
a measurable speedup-perhaps from 1 to
10 percent in the real world-compared to
Intel's part. • Circle number 306

Nuts and Bolts
Vendors: For IIT, Specialty Software

Development, 1001 Capitol of Texas Hwy
South, Bldg. 1, Austin, Tex 78746. Phone
512-327-8608.
Cyrix, P.O. Box 8.50118, Richardson, TX
75085-0118. Phone 214-234-838b or
800-FASMATH.

Cyrix FasMath Series
Cyrix sells two coprocessor chips for 80:~XG
computers. The FasMath 8:m~n is a pin-forpin replacement for the Intel 80:-IB7. It uses
the standard 68-pin coprocessor socket Tlw
FasMath EMC87 uses a 121-pin socket \fost
80386 computers (but not the IB'.\I PS/2 ,,tries) have a socket that can accomrr.odate it.
The EMC87 can work much faster than the
other chips because the computer sees 1t .i:o; a
block of memory, rather than as a separate
peripheral. The software has to be set up tu
take advantage of this, however. Ore popular
CAD package that works with the E'.\IC87 is
FastCAD from Evolution Computing. Other
software can use the EMC87, but at a more
normal speed. • Circle number 307
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Towns For All Seasons
What in classic American towns is meaningful today? A short list of key elements might
include streets with pedestrian activities,
mixed-use town centers, central public
parks, and plans that integrate commercial
uses with civic life. Such urban features,
though, require a fundamental reassertion
of community over isolation, of Main Street
over anonymous strips, of place over
mobility.
Throughout the post-World-War-II era,
Americans have moved to suburbia for privacy, mobility, security, and homeownership. What they increasingly have
found, though, is isolation, congestion, rising
crime, and unaffordable housing. Add to
these problems the environmental and social
stress of sprawl, and you can begin to understand why many people are now demanding
profound change.
We cannot, however, return wholesale to the
forms and scale of the prewar American
town, just as we cannot sustain the Ozzie
and Harriet world of the 1950s and '60s. Certainly the automobile-modern suburbia's
form giver-will not disappear, even if constrained and balanced by alternatives. The
extended family and mom-and-pop stores associated with old towns will not return,
regardless of design controls or clever planning. The varied craftsman-built houses put
up a few at a time are also a thing of the
past. However, finely integrated walkable
communities with strong identities, built
around usable public places, are still possible, still economically feasible today. The
forms these communities employ may vary
in time and place, but certain traditionaltown design principles will emerge as both
timeless and contemporary.
The classic American town had walkable
streets that led to neighborhood grocery
stores and the post office, rather than collectors and high-traffic arterials. Elm Street led
to Main Street or to a local park or the daycare center or the elementary school. Such a
pattern is actually cheaper to build than that
of today's suburban sprawl, and results in

Peter Calthorpe is a principal in
Calthorpe Associates, a San Franciscobased architecture and planning firm.
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Calthorpe's plans for Northwest Landing, a new community near DuPont, Washingto
call for mixed-use villages and a street grid skewed by the site's natural features.
shorter trip distances even when cars are
used. In communities modeled on classic
towns, the streets are narrow, and are lined
with sidewalks and trees. They are fronted
by porches and entries rather than garage
doors and driveways. They allow through
traffic, but slow it down with frequent intersections and frugal dimensions. Gone are the
extremes of collector streets with
soundwalls and cul-de-sacs. Privacy is maintained, but partly shifted from front yard to
neighborhood. Security is provided by eyes
on the street rather than by gates and patrols. Such streets are not nostalgic, they are
practical-practical for the single parent in
need of some independent kid mobility, for
the elderly couple without a car, for the single person in search of accessibility, for the
working family desiring a strong sense of
community.
The classic American town had diversity of
uses. So does the modern suburb. But while
the suburb separates its various elements
(residential streets, commercial streets,

school sites, and shopping centers), the tr
tional town wove them together with
connections that were internal and walka
close and direct. The center of the town in
grated commercial, recreational, and civic
activities rather than isolating them. Such
system is still practical today. Commercia
centers can benefit from the increased tra
fie created by trips to civic and recreation
facilities. Parks and civic centers are be
utilized when located at hubs of activity a
within walking distance of residential are
These connections, however, draw into q
tion the architectural language of the
modern suburb. A new design problem
arises: how to establish an overall identi
for a community while avoiding arbitra
architectural controls.
Times have chan9e d

What cannot be adopted from the pre-W
War-II town is its fine grain and scale. W
now have commercial enterprises that n
longer fit into small packages. The typic
supermarket is now pushing 60,000 sq. f

Peter Calthorpe digs below the surface of
rnostalgic forms to find the timeless elements
of traditional towns.

PA Architecture and Planning turned a San Diego shopping
ter into the Uptown District, a mixed-use neighborhood.
the standard discount store is reaching
000 sq. ft. Small shops remain, but anchor

ants in shopping centers keep getting
rger due to consumers' demand for "onep shopping" and volume discounts. These
chors resist a Main-Street configuration,
anding the market area and visibility of
ajor arterial. As a result, hybrid town
ters must combine the intimacy of classic
erican towns with the accessibility of
ip centers-certainly a design challenge.
scale of development and land assemb ly
expanded radically in the last 30 years.
vns no longer grow by individual build~ or even small groups of buildings, but
roduction units of approximately 150
ses or by retail centers of at least 100,000
ft. Because of economies of scale in
s of both construction and manage1t, developers rarely build apartment
plexes smaller than 100 units. Land deers typically bring over 100 acres (the
of a classic town center) through perwith one master plan. Rather than the

Main Street in Corning, New York, is a classic model of
mixed-use development.

architectural diversity of incremental
growth, we have large blocks of development with forumla configurations dictated
by developer inertia and financing criteria.
Such development demands innovative design to avoid the "theme" quality of isolated
subdivisions, shopping centers, and office
parks. It needs an architecture that integrates these contemporary pieces into a
larger community without nostalgically imitating the scale and diversity of classical
towns. Simultaneously, the architecture
must avoid the sterility and highway scale of
the modern suburbs. The scale of development cannot be concealed or denied, but it
can be responsive to and contribute to a
larger civic order.
Tradition versus nostalgia

.

There is a fine but important difference between tradition and nostalgia. Traditions are
rooted in timeless impulses while being constantly modified by circumstance. Tradition
evolves with time and place while holding
strong to certain formal, cultural, and per-

sonal principles. Nostalgia, on the other
hand, seeks the security of past forms without the inherent principles. The current
interest in the classic American town can tilt
to profound and meaningful principles or
merely color suburbia with an old-time style.
The difference is in the quality and skill of
adaptation.
The design challenges of creating a postsuburban metropolis will be many: to devise
an architecture that provides continuity over
differing building types without resorting to
superficial themes; to create an architecture
that reinforces the public domain without
sacrificing the diversity and character of the
individual buildings; to create a planning approach that is more disciplined and
integrated than single-use zoning; and to
evolve a design approach capable of accommodating modern institutions without
sacrificing human scale and identifiable communities. Certainly, these challenges are of
greater consequence than the academic style
wars now preoccupying the professions. •
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Books

Briefly Noted
Housing Without Houses: Participation,
Flexibility, Enablement, by Nabeel

Drawn for ARCHITECTURAL RECORD by Sidney Harris

Hamdi. New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1991, 194 pages, $39.95.
The author, the director of international
studies, design, and development at Oxford
Polytechnic in Britain, presents a series of
innovative ways to attack the problem of
housing in "contexts where resources are
minimal, demand is high, urgency is acute,
and uncertainty is a way of life." The book
examines projects in both the Third World
and developed countries.
Hillside Building: Design and Construction, by Arthur H. Levin. Santa Monica:

Arts+ Architecture Press, 1991, 172 pages,
$19.95.
A useful handbook, this book takes the
reader through the entire process of hillside
development-from analyzing and selecting
a site, to architectural design and construction. Chapters also cover topics such as code
restrictions, survey and geological factors,
and structural considerations. Richard
Neutra's son Dion, also an architect, contributes an engaging foreword.
A House of One's Own: An Architect's
Guide to Designing the House of Your
Dreams, by James Stageberg and Susan

Allen Toth. New York: Clarkson Potter,
1991, 192 pages, $20.
Although aimed primarily at people thinking
of building a house, this book should prove
interesting to architects for its case study of
one particular house-a country retreat designed by Stageberg for his wife and coauthor, Toth. Sketches of rejected versions
of the house (including amusing notes by
Stageberg) take the reader on a tour of one
architect's design process.
Design and Construction Failures:
lessons From Forensic Investigations,
by Dov Kaminetzky. New York: McGrawHill, 1991, 600 pages, $59.
This thorough resource on what happens
when things go wrong covers a range of
structural systems, from concrete and masonry to steel. The author includes an
abundance of case histories, as well as over
500 photographs and line drawings that help
prove the impact of Murphy's Law on architecture and construction. •
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Baseball comes to Istanbul: The Hagia SophiaDome

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 6/1991
Building Types Study 691
Sports and Recreation Facilities
It is just coincidence that three of the five sports
and recreation facilities featured on the following
pages are located in or near Chicago. As Rick
deFlon, partner of HO K's Sports Facilities Group,
observes in his essay on the current state of architecture for sports and recreation, Americans and
the rest of the world-not just Chicagoans-have
rediscovered the positive effects of leisure activity,
competitive sports, and physical fitness, both as
spectators and as participants.
The architectural response can be reassuringly traditional or daringly innovative, ranging from the
new Comiskey Park (page 60), where deFlon and his
colleagues have attempted to combine late-20th-century amenity with early-century baseball imagery,
to the Sydney Football Stadium (page 74), a 40,000seat coliseum whose undulating rings of steel
masts and cables and bands of exposed concrete are
meant, according to the architect, "to convey the
impression of gladiatorial combat." For the more
active set, Kisho Kurokawa's Chicago Sporting
Club conceals a mountain-climbing wall and other
fitness apparatus behind crisp white-painted steel
facades (cover and page 92); Tigerman Mc Curry's
Hoover Outdoor Education Center offers physically
handicapped Boy Scouts summertime recreation in
a rustic barrier-free setting (page 84); and Marquis
Associates' Sixth and Folsom Community Center
(page 68) is a welcome, heavily used sanctuary for
low-income residents of a San Francisco neighborhood where the arena of sports and recreation is all
too often a city street. P. MS.
Architectural Record June 1991
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Design for Leisure

T

hroughout the world-and particularly in the United States-sports
and leisure facilities are undergoing a renaissance, as more and
more people discover the positive effects of recreation and fitness.
Those of us who live and work in competitive, stressful environments now find ways to cope with the day-to-day impact of these
pressures through a combination of relaxation and competitive leisure activities, both as spectators and participants.
Facilities that enable people to rejuvenate their bodies and compete
outside the workplace typically are major projects that have a profound impact on their surroundings. Sports stadiums in particular
have long been significant, and at times controversial, structures
whose architects must address such issues as scale, access, location,
symbolism, and urban pride. Though fitness and community centers
as building types are a much newer concept, they too have become
emblems of a municipality's social and economic status-and must
be carefully planned as such.
Four periods of stadium design

Perhaps no building type better exemplifies the way Americans like
to spend their time off the job than baseball and football stadiums.
These facilities, often conceived as monuments to community pride
or individual wealth and achievement, raise equally monumental
architectural issues. The past century of stadium design in the U. S.
can be divided into four general categories:
• The Old. Primarily constructed as baseball parks due to the relatively recent growth of football's popularity. These were typically
built prior to the 1940s, and many were privately financed by team
owners. They include Wrigley Field in Chicago, Fenway Park in Boston, Yankee Stadium in New York, and memories of Ebbets Field,
Sportsman Park, and the recently demolished Comiskey Park.
• The Not So Old. Built at a time when football became a force in its

HOK renovated the John
0 'Donnell Stadium in Davenport, Iowa, into the upgraded
home of the minor-league
Quad Cities Angels.
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own right and typically as municipally funded public projects. These
were mostly dual-use stadiums built from 1960 to 1975. Some examples include Shea Stadium in New York, Busch Stadium in St. Louis,
Three Rivers Stadium in Pittsburgh, Riverfront Stadium in Cincinnati, Fulton County Stadium in Atlanta, and Candlestick Park in
San Francisco.
• The New. Almost always publicly financed, with domes becoming
financially and functionally acceptable. A sort of midlife crisis perio
where functional problems of co-tenancy of football and baseball
teams were acknowledged, but financial considerations were strong
and design solutions were attempted with mixed results. A few examples generally accepted as models for the future include the twi
stadium complex in Kansas City, Giants Stadium near New York,
the Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis, and the Superdome in New
Orleans.
• The Present. The first major-league stadium built solely for baseball in 18 years-the new Comiskey Park-opened this spring,
galvanizing a new era in baseball-park design. Joe Robbie Stadium
in Miami opened in 1987 as the first, and probably last, privately financed stadium since Dodger Stadium was completed in 1962. The
Florida Suncoast Dome in St. Petersburg opened in 1990 as a tribut
to the vision of the city's anticipating a major-league baseball franchise; similarly, the new Pilot Field in Buffalo, completed in 1989,
stands ready to house that city's hoped-for major-league baseball
franchise.
The immediate future of stadium design will be marked by heightened sensitivity to spectators, tenants, and neighbors. These
buildings are meant to function not only as optimistic symbols of a
entire city's future-witness the projects in Buffalo and St. Petersburg-but also as good neighbors in that same community.
Architects must address these seemingly contradictory goals, alon

Oldfashioned values mark the
design of recent structures for
spor ts and recreation, according
to Rick de Flan, principal with the
HOK Sports Facilities Group.

with the usual project-related issues of scheduling, budget,
'1nd function.
Baseball-stadium design in particular exemplifies a growing trend
;award something more than just a good seat in a safe building.
)wners, tenants, and spectators are now requesting a return to fa:ilities that reflect the tradition of baseball as a social establishment.
~ity fathers routinely raise issues such as how the stadium em>races the urban fabric, and architects now must carefully study the
:cale, character, materials, and colors of these buildings.
)ne example of the current direction is the new Pilot Field in downown Buffalo (RECORD, ovember 1989, pages 8-91], which moved
rom a proposal for a domed multi-use stadium, opposed by the
ity's historic preservation advocates, to a much-acclaimed ballpark
1ith sensitive detailing and site-specific design. The use of tradiional colors, trim, and decorative steel enhanced the ornate precast
oncrete skin, resulting in a structure that Buffalo' mayor decribed as looking " like it had always had been there."

Beyond stadiums

Stadiums, of course, are only one of the subcategories of sports and
recreation buildings. Others range from small park and recreation
structures to multilevel urban health and fitness centers and stadium-sized arenas for college and professional teams. There are
even recent examples of multifunction facilities such a a new arena
in Minneapolis that boasts a complete fitness club on its subterranean levels.
Combining sports-related uses is often the only way an owner can
make a project economically viable. This practice occur on many
levels, from upscale seating in clubs and private suites to rentable
satellite facilities and intricate wiring sytems that are leased to television-network users. These income-generating features-and new
ones seem to be found each year-are definite programmatic forces
that architects need to address in the de ign process.

hicago's new Comiskey Park [see following pages] opened to simiacceptance, even as it replaced one of the best-loved ballparks in
.merica. The new Camden Yards Ballpark in downtown Baltimore,
!heduled to open next year for the Orioles and their fans, heralds
n even brighter future for baseball-park design. Here, the owner
1d tenant were willing to match their budget to a desire for detail.g and unique urban characteristics on a scale not yet seen in
odern stadium design.

The constant search for revenue generators obviously creates yet
another source of opportunity for design-renovating and updating
existing facilities. Renovations can range from simple modifications
such as upgraded mechanical or electrical systems to major rebuilding programs. Perhaps the most celebrated (and notorious) of the
latter was the costly overhaul of Yankee Stadium in ew York during the early 1970s. This lengthy renovation, which forced the
Yankees to spend a season at nearby Shea Stadium, resulted in the
elimination of view-obstructing columns from the seating areas.
More common renovation projects in spectator facilities today include new private suites and improvements to food service.

:iough one sees a similar trend toward sensitivity to scale and the
1vironment in the design of football stadiums, that professional
1ort has a far briefer history than baseball. The emphasis with
otball seems to be more on spectator comfort and modern ameni!S such as private suites and concession variety.

It seems clear that the upward curve in money devoted to sports and
leisure will continue for the foreseeable future. What's more, clients, tenants, and consumers will continue to demand concern for
context whenever inserting these facilities into the existing metropolitan fabric. Rick deFlon

tr

HOK's Camden Yards
Ballpark, currently under construction in Baltimore, reflects
the traditional architecture of
old ball fields.
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hey don't make ballparks the way they used to. No matter what the
marketing people say, sports facilities today reflect a different set of
values than those of their forebears. Skyboxes for season
ticketholders, multilevel restaurants, and upscale concession stands
have become driving factors in the construction of the latest stadiums. Indeed, these extra sources of revenue not only make the
fancy new playing fields possible, they also help make the expensive
new players possible. It's hard to afford a decent starter (let alone a
full pitching rotation) these days if you don't have enough $55,000-ayear enclosable suites to lease.
The new Comiskey Park is clearly a member of the latest generation
of baseball parks. Built across the street from its 1910 namesake, it
is taller and less intimate than the white-brick pile beloved by White
Sox fans since the days of Shoeless Joe Jackson. And as the old park
comes down to make way for new parking, some people surely will
mourn the passing of an era.
But the old days were never as sweet as some people remember.
Shaped like a kite, the old Comiskey Park may have offered a great
deal of charm, but not to spectators whose views were obstructed by
columns or whose seats angled to the outfield instead of the infield
where most of the action takes place. What's more, while seats
wrapped around most of the field, creating a remarkably intimate
playing environment (too intimate for some visiting athletes), many
fans in the upper deck couldn't see portions of the playing field.
And the new era is not as crass as critics think. Handicap-access to
all levels of the stadium, generous concourses, and plentiful
restrooms reflect today's values, as accurately as expensive
skyboxes. Even the controversial changes in seating evoke a more
democratic attitude: instead of penalizing some fans with obstructed
views, the new park ensures everyone a clear view of the action (but
at the cost of distancing many from the diamond).

As designed by HO K's Sports Facilities Group-led by project principal Rick deFlon and design principal Joseph Spear-the new
Comiskey has fewer endearing quirks than its predecessor, and
fewer annoying ticks. When first approached by the White Sox,
HOK was asked to design a retractable-dome stadium. After working up schematics, recalls deFlon, "I told them we could build two
stadiums-one with a dome and one without-for the price of a retractable dome." Eventually, everyone came to his senses and
realized baseball should be played on grass (known as "natural turf"
to the plastic-carpet crowd). So an open-air facility was commissioned. To the White Sox's credit, they always intended to build a
baseball-only stadium, the first such major-league facility since
Royals Stadium in Kansas City opened in 1973. As a result, they
avoided the compromises inherent in multipurpose parks; sight lines,
seat placement, and field configuration were designed for the best
enjoyment of the game of baseball. The Sox also asked for "a ballpark, not a stadium," says Terry Savarise, vice president of stadium
operations. "We wanted a place with character, not a flying saucer. "
A return to more traditional ballpark designs has been the most important message in HO K's most recent work. Projects such as Pilot
Field in Buffalo [RECORD, November 1989, pages 88-91], which
opened in 1989, and Camden Yards Ballpark, now under construction
in Baltimore, echo the quirky shapes and features of old parks. The
new Comiskey Park follows in this tradition, picking up the familiar
arches, metal-truss light towers, and masonry look of the old park.
Although the stadium is built of reinforced concrete and sheathed
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The original 1910 Comiskey Park is now
being razed (above). According to project
principal Rick deFlon, rehabilitating the
old park would have required practically
tearing it down to its foundation and rebuilding it. "It would have been a new
building anyway." The new stadium
(opposite) took 23 months to build and cost
$135 million. HOK specified beige-colored
precast concrete to recall the old park's
original natural brick, not the whitepainted facade that White Sox fans became
accustomed to during the last few decades.
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Instead of the old kite shape,
seats in the new park spread
out in a boomerang arrangement that focuses views
toward the infield.
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with precast panels, its exterior detailing is convincing in its reinterpretation of traditional masonry forms (page 63). Less successful
are the combination of blue spandrels, green mullions, and reflective
glass held within the great arches, and the ungainly access ramps
that hide much of the facade.
One lesson HOK might have learned from old urban ballparks has to
do with context. The new Comiskey, unfortunately, is isolated by a
sea of surface parking reminiscent of the suburban stadiums of recent decades. An alternative plan designed by Chicago architect
Philip Bess and supported by the Society for American Baseball Research proposed six-story mixed-use buildings lining nearby streets
to create the beginnings of a neighborhood to which a new park
could relate. The plan also called for a ballpark oriented toward
views of Chicago's downtown Loop. The stadium that was built,
however, sacrifices context for convenience-placing as much parking as possible near entrances.
With 44,177 seats, the new Comiskey holds about the same as the old
park. But its greater height (175 feet at the top of its light towers)
makes it seem much bigger. The extra height is the result of an ongrade service level (something the old park sorely lacked) and three
levels of skyboxes and press boxes (the old park had only one). The
highest seats in the new house are 128 feet up (compared with 75
feet in the old park) and 160 feet away from the field (instead of less
than 100 feet). Using software written in-house for a PC, HOK designers analyzed sight lines and sections for the upper deck,
balancing the desire to keep seats close to the field with the need to
keep seating tiers from getting too steep. (As built, the rows rise 21
inches for every 32 inches of depth.)
From the outside, the new Comiskey looks big. But inside, it feels
more intimate than expected. Bleachers and a series of steel trusses
holding scoreboards and light standards envelop the outfield and
create a sense of enclosure. And by placing concession stands along
the outside perimeter of 40-foot-wide concourses, the architects
opened up views to the playing field for fans waiting in line for hot
dogs and Cracker Jack, and protected them from cold winds, too.
Sandwiched between the main level and the upper deck are two
floors of suites, or skyboxes, and one floor for the broadcast press
and dining. Most of the 91 suites, which seat between 10 and 26 people and rent for between $55,000 and $90,000 a year, have horizontal
rolling windows that can be opened in good weather. A two-level
Stadium Club restaurant over right field seats 400 fans.
Classified as a "highrise," the stadium is fully sprinklered. A distributed-sound public-address system, which comprises more than 500
speakers, directs sound to fans (but not to the entire neighborhood)
and doubles as the fire-safety announcement system. While players
often complained about the old park's support facilities, the new
Comiskey has the best in baseball: two batting cages behind the
home-team dugout, a training room four times the size of the old
one, a sophisticated X-ray room, whirlpools, and (thanks to Bo Jackson's bad hip) a soon-to-be-installed swim-in-place lappool.
Without a doubt the new Comiskey Park works better than the old
one and is more sensitive to the history and demands of baseball
than the banal circular stadiums built in the 1960s and '70s. But its
lack of urban values and identifying quirks leave it one step behind
the neatly inserted and idiosyncratic Camden Yards Park now going
up in Baltimore. Clifford A. Pearson
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:Vhereas the old stadium held
3,500 fans, the new one accomnodates 44,177. Field
!imensions also vary only
lightly from the old park: 347
eet to the foul poles, 375 to the
ullpens, and 400 to center
:eldfor the new Comiskey (347,
'80, and 401 for the old sta'.ium). The old stadium had
nly 23,500 seats between the
Jul poles (the best area for
iewing the game), but the new
nefits in nearly 35,000. The
iain level (plan, right) accomiodates 18,000 fans, including
.200 in bleacher seats in the
utfield. A 40-foot-wide conJurse offers concession stands
nd restrooms on its outside
erimeter and views of the
laying field on the inside. Ac3SS to all levels is provided by
vo sets of double ramps with
;calators, plus two single
imps and several elevators.
he club level (plan, right)
Jlds boxes for the broadcast
ress, private dining areas, a
JO-seat Stadium Club restaumt, and some general
·ating. The seating sections on
:e club level are cantilevered
!feet beyond the enclosed
1xes (section, opposite).
·edits

Jmiskey Park
fiicago, Illinois
wner: Illinois Sports
icilities Authority
rchitect: Hellmuth, Obata &
2Ssabaum Sports Facilities
roup-Rick deFlon,
'ncipal-in-charge; Joseph
ear, project designer; Randy
orak, project architect; Jim
lters, project manager,chael Brady, construction
ministrator,- Dave Hamill,
representative
ineers: Thorntonasetti (structural),- Flack &
rtz (mechanical/electrical/
mbing)
sultants: Joiner Rose
up (acoustical)
dscape Architect: Howell
night Associates
eral Contractor: Guest K.
berg/ Dugan & Meyers
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1,e Sixth and Folsom Commu:ty Center (bottom in aerial
wto) is a green oasis in the
7htly packed urban web of
1uth of Market, "an area of
mplexity, tradition, and
ansition" in the architects'
Jrds. The center's multinction program was develied through a series of
irticipatory meetings during
'iich the community evalued alternative uses and site
ans. In a sand-filled play
·ea local children produced a
·e path that passes ceramic
•ures designed by San Fran;co artist Martha Heavenston
oposite).

espite the legion of architects and other design professionals who recently have reclaimed the old industrial and commercial buildings of
San Francisco's South of Market area, this low-lying neighborhood
is still something of an urban frontier. Even as the district's eastern
end, near the bay, continues to gentrify, its western flank remains a
working-class, mainly Filipino-American quarter of 25-foot-wide
wood-frame houses squeezed incongruously between factories and
warehouses.
With the construction of the James Lick Freeway during the 1960s,
South of Market became the only neighborhood in San Francisco
without a park or recreation center. In the mid-1980s, a city proposal
for a new park at the corner of Folsom and Sixth streets would have
included converting an existing casket factory into a small
recreation center. Area residents, however, drew up a list of needs
that clearly called for a more substantial building on the 45,000square-foot site. The result is the Sixth and Folsom Community
Center, a model of government-community cooperation that meets
the neighborhood's indoor and outdoor recreational needs with a
new 16,000-square-foot building and landscaped park.
The center, designed by Marquis Associates, is a congenial addition
to South of Market as well as a clear mark of the neighborhood's hybrid character. Facing Sixth Street, a busy four-lane industrial
thoroughfare, the center has the esthetic of a sophisticated factory,
with a sawtooth roof and walls of rock-faced masonry block. The
only glazing is in northeast-facing gables. The center's south-facing
park elevation, by contrast, is sheathed in russet-painted stucco
meant to harmonize with the residential nature of adjacent
Harriet Street.
Marquis developed the project's plan after a series of meetings with
neighborhood residents. The center is divided in two by a lobby that
connects the park and Sixth Street entrances. One side of the building is given over to a large gymnasium and exercise room; the other
side, a multipurpose room and kitchen, with staff stations positioned
to oversee all major indoor and outdoor areas.
The park too is zoned for a variety of uses. A seating area for senior
citizens opens directly from the multipurpose room, where it enjoys
both privacy and views of streets and park. At the other end of the
park is an outdoor court for basketball, volleyball, and other active
sports popular among young adults. In between is perhaps the center's most striking feature-a children's play area enriched by a
group of ceramic sculptures and tiles commissioned by the San Francisco Arts Commission and created by local artist Martha
Heavenston, along with children from a nearby school.
The center defers to the neighborhood in scale as well as character.
Although flat or shed roofs might have seemed an obvious choice
for the gymnasium, multipurpose room, and lobby, Marquis instead
used metal-sided gables that refer to nearby peak-roofed houses and
help break up the structure's bulk. The gym has glue-laminated
beams spanning its width and is divided into four equal parts, each
with sloping wood rafters. Multidirectional steel tension rods and
wood compression struts, together with a plywood diaphragm over
the rafters, add seismic integrity. Donald J Canty
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Martha Heavenston's ceramictile lintel (above) is the sole
decorative flourish along the
center's Sixth Street elevation
(top opposite). A splitjaced
block wall along heavily trafficked Sixth serves as a visual
and acoustical buffer between
the commercial street and adjacent park land. Along the
park (bottom opposite), the architects sheathed the center in
russet stucco, a bow to the resi
dential character of Harriet
Street. A palm-lined allee lea
visitors from Harriet Street to
a fountain (not shown), where
an interplay of water between
a pair of hands and a pool is
meant to symbolize the give
and take of community life.
During the center's early pla
ning, a series of meetings wit
the community helped the architects come up with a
program that they describe
"an expression of dualities"
balance between building an
open space, and a combinatio
of active zones for children a
young adults and quiet zones
for older users.
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The center's interior is divided
into three main spaces: entrance lobby (top left),
gymnasium (bottom left), and
multipurpose room (opposite).
An administrative office (far
left in top photo) gives center
employees maximum visibility
of all three spaces and the children's play area in the park.
Credits

Sixth and Folsom Park
and Community Center
San Francisco, California
Owner: Recreation and Park
Department, City and County
of San Francisco
Architect: Marquis
Associates-Hal Brandes and
Robert B. Marquis, principalsin-charge; Gita Dev, T. Olle
Lundberg, Lucinda Schlaffer,
Paul Bonacci, Marla Williams
Andre Pierce, project team
Engineers: Raj Desai
Associates (structural); S. J.
Engineers (mechanical);
Silverman & Light (electrical)
Consultants: Omi Lang
Associates (landscape); Marth
Heavenston (sculptor)
General Contractor:

Echo West, Inc.
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EXIT

Stretched Muscles

Sydneys rugby stadium 'is a
ring ofsteel mQ,Sts and cables
that dips and peaks along the
perimeter of an urban site.
By Graham Jahn

Sydney Football Stadium
Sydney, Australia
Philip Cox Richardson Taylor
and Partners, Architect

T

he timber and iron sports pavilions of the 1800s have been superseded by the steel and concrete structures of the 1900s. Whether
cantilevered or cable-stayed, these arenas have developed their own
bold, column-free forms.
One of the most spectacular examples of the 20th-century tradition
is the new Sydney Football Stadium, principal site for Rugby
League games and also host to Rugby Union and soccer: both sports
require similar-sized fields. Rugby originated in the 1860s when a
soccer player in the English town of Rugby picked up the game ball
and ran with it. Action occurs on a rectangular field whose overall
dimensions of 155 by 75 yards include a "dead ball" area. The field is
turfed with a natural hybrid couch grass seeded with winter grass
laid atop a special drainage system. The various forms of rugby attract national attention in Australia, on television and in situ, and
stadium atmosphere-and stadium design-has become a decisive
factor in the spectators' enjoyment.

Regardless of the event on the field, stadiums have one true purpose: to enable the greatest number of spectators to enjoy the game.
To secure the best possible sight lines for the most spectators, architects Philip Cox Richardson Taylor and Partners employed a timehonored sports-facilities device that amasses as many seats as
possible around the halfway line on both sides of the field. This practice produces a swelling in the height of the stands at the midpoint
of the long sides, which, when incorporated into an enclosing perimeter around the rectangular field, results in an oval-shaped seating
band of varying width.
Using this approach, the Sydney-based architects were able to devise an economic solution to a fast-track design-build project,
concentrating their efforts on a swooping roof for dramatic effect.
(The stadium was constructed in just 21 months, with only three additional months from the project's initial concept.) Seating terraces
are a conventional combination of steel and concrete, rising to an
outer ring of concrete columns carrying the roof loads. The client's
requirement that 25,000 of the 40,000 spectator seats be under cover
was technically satisfied by the continuous cantilever all-metal roofline, which varies in width between 90 feet at the halfway line to 30
feet behind the goal posts.
The continuous amphitheater form provides excellent acoustic control, generating an atmosphere not possible at the old Cricket
Ground, the former playing field. Noise-containment was a primary
factor in the design, given the stadium's location adjacent to a residential neighborhood.
Like the 60,000-person stadium recently completed in Bari, Italy, by
Renzo Piano for the World Cup soccer matches, substantial wind
loads on the Sydney Football Stadium are resolved within individual
structural units. Unlike Piano's stadium, however, Philip Cox Richardson Taylor and Partners and its engineer, Ove Arup and
Partners, chose a suspended beam cantilever system rather than a
full cantilever like the one at Bari because it was easier to build
and structurally more efficient, although some may argue that the
visual integrity of the entire composition is compromised by
the choice.
Bifurcated tension/compression struts supporting the roof transfer
forces to a braced truss anchored to the ring of concrete columns
and walls that connect to the raking beams of the grandstand. Visually, the transition from light steel to a massive concrete base is at
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According to architects Philip
Cox Richardson Taylor and
Partners, the rounded form of
the Sydney Football Stadium
was intended to continue the
tradition of circular sports
arenas dating back to the Roman Colosseum. For this
technically more contemporary structure, the architects
were required to give civic presence to a 40,000-seat stadium
(with approximately 60 percent
of the spectators under cover),
while respecting the residential
scale of the immediate neighborhood. Circulation is along
an internal ring, with spectators entering the stadium at
the concourse level and then
ascending or descending to
their seats.
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The playing field is oriented
north-south with the members'
stand facing west and the public stand facing east. The two
spectator stands are marked by
the swelling of the seating area
and the rising of the roof line.
Each stand is accessed by way
of external stairs and elevators. The lower level houses
training and space for members, including conference,
lecture, and audio-visual facilities; a dining room; a
gymnasium with a weighttraining room and a lap pool.
Eight synthetic outdoor tennis
courts are located adjacent to
the stadium. A nearby parking
lot accommodates 800 vehicles.

times awkward, as the connections are seen from outside the stadium. From inside, however, the hovering roof, which the architects
claim is the first mast and stay structure used to completely encircle
a sports arena, is sensational, punctuated as it is by slots that reduce
wind pressure by 25 percent and reduce flutter. Moreover, continuous bands of lighting accent the roof's undulating edge.
Because of the system's unconventionality, testing was essential
and was carried out on a 1:200-scale aerolastic model, the stiffness of
its members deduced from 3-D computer modeling. The tests proved
the adequacy of the structure and guided fine-tuning, the major addition being a PVC-coated polyester fabric tensioned by cabling.
Construction began in April 1986 and was completed on schedule in
January 1988 to coincide with celebration of Australia's Bicentennial. Made available by both state and federal agencies, the site (plan
page 78) is adjacent to the Sydney Cricket Ground. The entire sporting complex is located at the edge of recreational parkland in the
center of the city.
Since the stadium was completed, a number of refinements have
been added to increase protection from wind-driven rain and to provide more internal amenities. Nonetheless, the architects' original
intention was fully realized: the massive sculptural shape of the stadium's profile, seen dramatically juxtaposed against Sydney's
skyline, proclaims the uniqueness both of the building and the sport
of rugby. The architects aptly sum up their design as "a sculptural
metaphor for its purpose ... a theater for performance [whose] ring
of taut steel masts and cables and its bands of exposed concrete
have a muscular quality intended to convey the impression of gladiatorial combat."

Graham Jahn is a Sydney-based architect and critic.
He contributes regularly to RECORD.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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The stadium roof is a continuous mast-and-stay structure,
which the architects and engineers preferred to a hung-net
type of roof to reduce cost. A
crucial constraint of the structural design was the restricted
site, which prevented the use of
any counterweight affixed outside the building. Therefore, the
conventional mast-and-stay
structure was adapted to a triangulated tensile support
system to withstand compressive forces. This system
depended on having two support rods for each cantilevered
roof beam, with the subsequent
benefit of creating a triangula
frame that simplifies the construction process. The roof is
composed of independent twobay tension/compresssion
frames with the triangular elements directing the forces to a
perimeter space truss, which i
turn directs those forces into
the grandstand superstructur
rather than the ground. The
stiffness of the structural me
bers and gusset plates
(drawings 1-6, opposite) was
tested by 3-D computer-graphics techniques and large-scale
models, which revealed the
need for a PVC-coated polyester fabric tensioned by cablin
within the perimeter space
truss to protect the roof's edg
Credits

Sydney Football Stadium
Sydney, Australia
Owner: Sydney Cricket and
Sports Ground Trust
Architect: Philip Cox
Richardson Taylor and
Partners-Philip Cox, partn
in-charge; Harry Street, Joh
Richardson, Michael Rayner,
Russell Lee, Larry Black,
project team
Engineers: Ove Arup and
Partners (civil, structural);
Civil and Civic Pty Ltd.
(electrical, hydraulic);
Addicoat Hogarth and Wilso
Pty Ltd. (mechanical)
Consultant: Landscan Pty L
(landscaping)
Project Manager: Civil and
Civic Pty Ltd.
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Michael

C

reating the nation's only barrier-free Boy Scout property-the Hoover Outdoor Education Center, near Chicago-meant radically
rethinking a scout camp's role, clientele, and design. This was possible because much about the Boy Scouts of America (BSA) has
changed since the 1970s, when the movement's U.S. membership
fell 35 percent, from an all-time high of 4.8 million in 1971 to 3.1 million in 1979. To help stem this decline, the BSA turned its attention
to boys it had once overlooked-among them, inner-city youths and
the handicapped. Today, with American membership at almost 4.4
million, scouts can earn merit badges in architecture and landscape
design; the BSA Handbook warns of pederasty and drug abuse; and
fitness requirements are tailored to an individual's limitations.

•

TIGERMAN/MG CURRY PHASE I

D

TIGERMAN/MCCURRY PHASE 2

In 1986 the BSA's Chicago Council employed criteria inconceivable in
the 1950s when it considered upgrading a little-used, 406-acre facility
along the Fox River, 45 miles west of the city. To involve a larger
cross-section of the public, 80 percent of the the center's visitor
would be drawn from nonscouting groups. Urging that the entire facility be barrier-free for wheelchair-bound persons who otherwise
had to travel six hours to the nearest suitable camp, Council president Richard Halpern approached Tigerman McCurry, the Chicago
firm already responsible for a library for the blind and another camp
in the Fox River valley [RECORD, November 1989, pages 84-87].

rts decorative turret topped by a galva-

iized metal banner, the Hoover Center's
nultipurpose chapel (foreground precedng pages) is among the.first of six "civic"
·tructures planned to surround a circular
•rassy commons. A natatorium (back•round) closes the camp's entrance axis
plan above). For the convenience of the
·1heelchair-bound and others, paths
hroughout are asphalt-paved. Deep in the
oods, campfire singalongs are sheltered
y apsidal activity centers (opposite)
•hose metal roofs are supported by chimeys and piers of split-face concrete block.

An Eagle Scout ("with three palms and Order of the Arrow!"), Stanley Tigerman drew on his own camping experiences to lend romance
and rigor to a project whose ambitions were exceeded only by its
budgetary limits. The Hoover Center ultimately will have enclosed
shelters for 350 campers, seven common-use buildings, a man-made
lake, and its own aerated sewage-treatment lagoons. About a third
of the project-shelters for 112 campers, a chapel, natatorium, dining hall and entrance gate-was completed in 1989 for $2.3 million.
"Of course, we didn't have Paul Newman," says Tigerman, referring to the funding source of Hammond Beeby and Babka's
celebrated camp for gravely ill children in Connecticut. Even given
such bounty at the Hoover Center, Tigerman says he would have
shunned the East Coast camp's picturesque features, aiming instead
to offer the disabled a "legitimately primitive" outdoor experience.
While allowances for the handicapped are extensive (paved pathways, at-grade entrances, a swimming-pool hoist, faucets and
mirrors at handy levels), Hoover Center seems neither institutional
nor patronizingly cute. Sharing a spare, porticoed style Tigerman describes as Tuscan, its modestly scaled structures are rendered in
rough-faced concrete block and wood, tained a self-effacing gray.
Critical to the center's success are the groups of cabins campers call
home. Nestled in the woods that cover 60 percent of Hoover's site,
these six-building compounds sleep 40 persons in self-contained, miniature villages. In each, a winterized "municipal" building (kitchen,
bathrooms, and beds) faces an apsidal activities shelter (picnic tables
and fireplace) along an open space (town square and mustering
yard) flanked by four templelike screened shelters. Severe yet nug,
the hamlets convincingly express the disciplines of scouting and the
elements of outdoor life. In contrast to the timeless perfection of
Mies's Farnsworth House, just three miles downstream, the apparent impermanence of Hoover's materials suggests not only the
amiably ramshackle condition of traditional camps, but also, to
Tigerman, "the built-in poignancy of this project"-the vulnerability
of health and the fleeting quality of youth.

Michael J. P Smith is a contributing editor of Inland Architect
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Clerestories break the roo.fiine
of Hoover's natatorium (top
opposite}, which shares the cedar siding, Roman grilles, and
trusswork of all the center's
new structures. Two of eight
vroposed camping clusters
'iave been completed (bottom
Jpposite). The clusters were
;onceived as miniature ham:ets, their elements arrayed
'iierarchically (drawing top
-ight). In a position of author'ty is a winterized cabin that
·leeps 24 and houses the cluser's kitchen and bathrooms. It
1resides over a piazza-like open
pace closed by an activity cener's figural fireplace and
lanked by ranks of screened
4- by 18joot shelters. The shel!!rs are roofed with corrugated
luminum backed by four
riches of rigid insulation; they
ain privacy and some weatherroofing from roll-down can'.lS flaps. To underscore
lmping's primitive qualities,
'i.german derived these little
uts (below right) from the arietypal aedicule, which
icorporates cell, porch, and
iefensible" precinct-the last
projection of the shelter's
undation slab.
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Bearing the Boy Scout.fieur-delis like a royal coat of arms, the
screened shelter's templelike
dignity (opposite) belies the
camping cluster's $60-a-squarefoot cost. A chapel (top right)
has white oak.floors surmounted by wainscoting of
standard beaded pine board
and factory-made wooden
trusses employed throughout
the camp. In the natatorium
'bottom right), tongue-and7roove wood decking 'is
:lluminated by clerestory winiows and metal halide lamps.
fJays of French doors, which
idmit diffused daylight
hrough outdoor trellises, alernate with heated seating
iichesfor chilly swimmers.
:red Its

loover Outdoor
7ducation Center
7arkville, Illino'is
lwner: The Boy Scouts
f America
.rchitect: Tigerman McCurry
rchitects-Stanley Tigerman,
esi.gn architect; Richard
'ragisic, June Nelson-Steinke,
art Darr, project team
1glneers: Ray Beebe, Inc.
tructural); Wallace-Migdal,
w. (mechanical)
aneral Contractors:

znnis Builders; Carmichael
'.lilders, Inc.
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Among the surprises masked lYy

the spirited fa"lse face ofa new
Chicago sporls club are four more
stories tucked below street level

l

mong the ?etter entrenched-and better executed-of the down-

& town multmse complexes that came into being in the 1970s is

Chicago's still-developing Illinois Center, where Mies van der Rohe
originals, notably the eponymous Illinois Central building, blend
with in-the-style-of towers by such disciples as Fujikawa Johnson
and Associates. The latter firm's work began in 1967 with master
planning and has continued through the design of eight projects
within the center to the recent joint venture with Japanese architect
Kisho Kurokawa as design consultant on the newly completed
Sporting Club at Illinois Center-Kurokawa's debut in the U.S.
The club is prominently positioned within the center, but skyscrapers tower on every side, dwarfing its 114,470 square feet. In
addition, the structure so meshes with the infrastructure of the complex, which includes several below-grade circulation levels, that only
two of its six stories rise above the street. Nonetheless the building
is assertive enough to hold its own.
A founder some 30 years ago of Japan's Metabolist movement,
Kurokawa now espouses "symbiosis" in architecture, the melding of
differing-even opposing-influences and ideas. For economy, the
Sporting Club was framed of reinforced concrete, post-tensioned to
minimize the depth of beam required for relatively long spans (48
and 65.5 feet) accompanying 20-foot structural bays. Outwardly,
though, the structure joins its Miesian neighbors as a member of the
slick glass-and-metal branch of the latter-day Chicago School. The
concrete structural frame is enveloped in a flat grid of uniformly
slim aluminum members and panes of clear, tinted, and spandrel
glass that frankly declares its function as curtain only. In turn, the
curtain wall is caged within a white-painted lattice of wide-flange
steel members, again uniform in section and neatly joined. Corner
bracing resists wind wracking; upside-down bowstring trusses mark
the entry with broad, toothy smiles. Carrying further the whimsy of
structure as embellishment, the rooftop of the doubly wrapped
building bursts forth with a one-story lantern across the inner
atrium, its four corners marked by steel-framed "turrets." (A second
rooftop structure houses mechanical equipment.)
In addition to introducing a vertical component reminiscent of the
real towers nearby, the turrets act as pedestals for a captivating
quartet of wind sculptures by Osamu Shingu. Titled "Children of the
Sun," the 17-foot-long Erector-setlike constructions are made up of
hollow metal frames and perforated metal jointed at four axes to
twist continually but randomly at the prompting of vagrant winds.
If the cage-in-cage exterior is largely inscrutable, the interiors are a
candid progression of large open spaces giving off the building-high
atrium. From the street entrance at the fifth floor, a stair leads
down to reception and check-in areas at the center's concourse level,
where direct passages link a nearby hotel and office towers. This
level also offers food services, a day-care room, and a gift shop. The
swimming pool and squash and racquet courts are on the lowest
level, surmounted by floors containing exercise areas and lockers,
while a basketball court with mezzanine running track and additional exercise facilities occupy the uppermost levels. The rooftop
provides al fresco dining and a small lap pool. Although the open
stairway through the atrium provides handy outlooks for viewing
activities in surrounding spaces, the views are also reciprocal. A favorite club pastime is watching from the security of adjoining areas
as tethered climbers spider up the 100-foot-high fiberglass rockclimbing wall-complete with ledges and shelves-that backs the
atrium's central elevator shaft. Margaret Gaskie
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j t
A Lilliputian among the Gullivers of Chi
cago 's 83-acre Illinois Center, the sports
club building makes up in vitality what i
lacks in volume. The gleaming white met
cage that wraps the club on the sides facing street and plaza is interrupted by
upside-down bowstring trusses above the
outer entry (opposite), which mediates be
tween two interior levels. Open frames
also rise from the rooftop to mark the Jo
corners of the inner atrium with turrets
crowned by constantly moving wind
sculptures.
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Reception
Gift shop
Day-care
Lockers
Dining
Kitchen
Restaurant/ bar
Basketball court
Exercise
Lounge
Massage
Roman pool
Showers
Swimming pool
Whirlpool
Tanning
Administration
Racquetball
Squash

Set jauntily off-center, the
atrium divides the building
into spans of 65 112 feet and 48
feet on 20-foot bays. The largest
space is the light-filled 29-foothigh basketball court at the
club's southwest corner (top
left), which is ringed at mezzanine level by a running track
that circuits the sixth floor. Th
concourse-level reception area
(bottom left), reached by stair
from the street entrance, includes in addition to the check
in desk and entry turnstiles a
small day-care room and gift
shop. The swimming pool (opposite) and spa facilities at the
club~ lowest level are accessibl
via a "wet" elevator from wellappointed locker rooms above
(middle left).
Credits

The Sporting Club at
Illinois Center
Chicago, Illinois
Owner: Illinois Sporting
Development
Joint-Venture Architects:

Kisha Kurokawa Design
Consultants-Kisha
Kurokawa, designer; Yushi
Kitigawa, director-in-charge;
Richard Chiu, project
architect/ Fujikawa Johnson
and Associates-Gerald L.
Johnson, partner-in-charge;
James F. Cagnina, project
architect
Engineers: CBW Engineers,
Inc. (structural); Cosentini
Associates, Inc. (mechanical
electrical)
Consultants: The Zimmerma
Design Group (restaurant);
Thomas Ricca & Associates
(kitchen)
General contractor:

E. W. Corrigan Constructio
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Focus on Sports
& Recreation

Ballplayers Refreshment Stand
Central Park, New York City
Buttrick White & Burtis, Architect

Scholarship Suites
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Anderson DeBartolo Pan, Architect
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The five project.s featured on these pages illustrate
five d'istinct responses to the problem of designing
facilities for sport.s and recreation. In New York
City's landmark Central Park, city workers now
vend refreshment.s from a new pavilion filled with
Victorian-era detail. In Tucson, a structurally
ingenious addition to the University ofArizona's
existing s.tadium offers Wildcat football fans the
opportunity to lease private boxes and help
underwrite the university's athletic and academic
programs. A similar program in Boston gives
Fenway Park a new set of corporate suites while

preserving the beloved ballpark s architectural
integrity. Jn n orthern Minnesota, a program center
for a summer camp provides an appropriately
rustic setting fo r i ts physically disabled users. A n d
in a Chicago suburb, an expanded public sports
pavilion occupies a prominent place in the town's
civic center, suggesting that faci lities for recreation
have become as important to a community s pride
'1S town hall or county courthouse.

Vaux populi

The Ballplayers Refreshment Stand in Central Park is the result of a
successful public-private collaboration between the New York City
Department of Parks and Recreation and the not-for-profit Central
Park Con ervancy, wh ich raised most of the project' $500,000 contruction funds. The 450-square-foot pavilion occupies the site of the
Ballplayers House, an original park building designed by Calvert
Vaux in 1 65 and demoli hed in 1969. For the new building Buttrick
White & Burtis deftly adapted mid-19th-century details using a combination of period and modern materials. Horizontally striped brick
wall are urmounted by a glazed ornamental-tile frieze, while a
steeply pitched late roof is enlivened by polychroming and topped
by aluminum cresting. Latticework s lats in the gable ends are also
aluminum. The pavil ion adjoin the ba eball diamonds of Heckscher
Field and functions as a food concession through a large service window on its south elevation (opposite). It also serves as a base for
rangers patrolling the southern end of the park. P M. S.

Suite success

TY P IC A L I N TE R IOR SH A FT
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The University of Arizona's Scholarship Suites project represents a
trend by some major universities to add leased private boxes to existing football stadiums to help raise funds for academic and athletic
scholarships. The four-level, $5.1-million Arizona project comprises a
lower level of 321 open-air seats; two levels housing 23 enclosed luxury uites and a 94-seat President's Box and lounge; and a 110-seat
upper-level pres box with eparate telecast facilities. Private elevator access and catering facilities are also included.
The primary challenge facing Anderson DeBartolo Pan was the
project's severely restricted, 105-foot-wide site, wedged between the
55,000-seat stadium and a parking lot and dormitory. The architects'
solution was to suspend the four new levels from 20-foot-long horseshoe-shaped beams, which are cantilevered from four cast-in-place
concrete shafts (drawing left). Butt-glazed detailing eliminates visual obstructions in the suites, and the curved face of laminated
glass has the effect of angling each box toward the center of the
fie ld. Spurred on by the football team's schedule, the project was
completed in just nine month . PM. S.
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Camp Courage North
Lake George, Minnesota
The Stageberg Partners, Architect

Courts Plus Athletic Pavilion
Elmhurst, Illinois
Holabird & Root, Architect

Renovation of Fenway Park
Boston, Massachusetts
HNTB, Architect
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Profile In courage

Camp Courage North, located on a pristine lake in northern Minnesota, provides summertime recreation for the physically disabled
and the hearing impaired. Though the camp' growth over three decades has been haphazard in planning terms, its buildings have
consistently featured fram e construction and wood or stone finishes.
And while there are no real log buildings on the s ite, the sense of log
predominates through half-log siding and turned wood poles.
When camp administrators began developing plans for the new King
Program Cente r, they fe lt strongly that the 7,000-square-foot building. hould be in keeping with the camp's existing rustic character.
The Stageberg Partners agreed, a nd have clad th new facility in a
comb ina tion of cedar shingles and half-logs. To make t he building
usable year-round , the architects developed a compact plan that minimizes heat loss, and they pecified six-inch wood stud that a llow
ample ins ulation. The interior combines natural wood fini hes, exte ns ive day lighting, a nd carefull y selected color accents. A screened
gazebo offers mosq uito-free outdoor leisure space. P M. S.

Run with a view

A generous supply of daylight pouring th rough double-height windows buoys sw immers, lifters, and runners at Holabird & Root's
Elmhur t Park District Courts Plus Ath letic Pavilion. The handicapped-access ible, 46,000-sq uare-foot public building, clad in brick to
unite it with an ex isting sports facility, is part of t he Ch icago suburb's municipal courts complex. The new pavilion's two-story
windows overlook an adjacent park and playing fie ld . Exposed longs pan trusses open the interior to unob tructed views both from the
entry-level, four-lane running track and from the tennis couru and
75-foot lap pool on the lower level, which also contain s weight-training and aerobics areas. By the pool, a textured wall surface reduces
wear from moisture. Each of the locker rooms has a steam room
where weary exercisers can recover before retrieving their clothes
from wooden lockers and their chi ldren from a n on-site nur ery; a
comm unal sauna is at poolside. For those who really overdo it-and
for the community al large-the program includes a 5,000- ·quarefoot. phy ical-therapy and sports-medicine clinic, located in renovated
space in the ex isting structu re. P D. .

Updating Fenway Park

o building type commands more a llegiance than the ea rl y 20th-century ballpark-and no ballpark is more fiercely loved than Boston'.
Fenway. HNTB s urely fe lt the weight of that loya lty when it undertook an improvement and expansion of the Red Sox's home. Due to
site restrictions, all improvements had to be contained within the existing structure; they also had to maintain the park' historic
character. High above the home-plate g randstand, the archit cts created three additional levels for press and corporate ervice , a
solution that avoided disturbing any fan's s ig ht lines. Atop the new
structure, HNTB added a press level with new radio and television
broadcast booths, public-address facilitie , food torage, coreboard
operations-and a new room for the organist. Between the press
level and the grandstand, the architects built two levels of corpora te
boxes, for which they designed a n enclosed area for the owner'
s uite, a series of bars, and a 300-seat restaurant where patrons can
watch the game on closed-circuit television. P D. S.

........... ..._______________
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On Shaky Ground

V

hen some scientists predicted a devastating earthquake last year for
ew Madrid, Missouri, seismic experts didn't know whether to
laugh or cry. They were cheered becau e previously ignored
warnings of seismic risk in the middle and eastern parts of the nation finally received widespread publicity. The non-event's circus
atmosphere, though, probably persuaded many people that earthquake prediction is still a black science. In reality, our understanding
of the relative risks and the real costs of seismic events is evolving:
with better information on the geology of the East Coast, for example, researchers now predict that a quake similar in magnitude to
the one that struck the Bay Area in 1989 would transmit forces
much farther.

A year and a half after the Loma Prieta earthquake, residents of the
Bay Area are facing some difficult decisions. Though many of the
region's historic buildings have survived quakes from 1906 on, some
now pose a danger-and are heartbreakingly expensive to upgrade.
As a resu lt, many important buildings have been abandoned for
now, and are sheathed in scaffolding or protective shoring. "The
good news," comments Peter Culley, a structural engineer active in
seismic design, "is that the city of San Francisco is going ahead with
studies and moving forward with upgrading its own buildings." Preliminary schemes have been developed for the Beaux Arts-style City
Hall , the Ferry Building, and the California Palace of the Legion of
Honor. The General Services Administration has commissioned seismic redesign for its Customs House and Appraiser's Building and
the U.S. Court of Appeals and Post Office. As yet, however, funds
are not in hand for reconstructing these buildings. What is more,
costs will range in the hundreds of millions. Across the bay, Oakland
is in even wor e trouble, since it has more damaged buildings per
capita and a smaller tax base. (The Henry Hornbostel-designed City
Hall-a kyline landmark-is covered by scaffolding; its future is
not assured.) Among the institutions most active in seismic-ri k mitigation is Stanford University, in Palo Alto. Its tile-roofed, arcaded
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quandrangles have long been regarded as superb regional examples
of Richardsonian design, but their unreinforced ochre limestone
walls continue to be major seismic headaches.
State requirements already mandate improvements to 43 masonry
buildings that enclose some 1 million square feet. The university als
plans to repair other structures it judges to be at risk. The total pro
gram is estimated to cost $164 million over 10 years-the kind of
money that would normally pay for a major capital expansion. And
it's a figure Fouad Bendimerad, Stanford's Manager of Seismic Engineering, says, "keeps going up." Bendimerad explains: "As we
begin this work, it triggers other costs that we can't yet know. We
must also address requirements for handicapped access and firecode upgrading." Two schemes are shown on pages 112-113.
Nowhere to turn

Stanford is, relatively speaking, lucky. It is able to tap federal repai
funds and has received generous gifts (although the university, obv
ously, would rather use the e funds to expand programs and
facilities). Other owners have nowhere to turn. "Many people who
own marginal buildings can't justify the cost to repair them in a po
real-estate market, " comments Culley. "Even structures that have
been declared safe can't be marketed if there is cosmetic damage."
Though many churches and schools have been damaged, charitable
organizations lack repair dollars, and funds from the Federal Erne
gency Management Agency are often slow to arrive.
Restoration and upgrading costs are high because procedures are
invasive. Masonry buildings, for example, may be made more rigid
by adding shear walls. This process requires stripping interior finishes, adding new foundations , attaching metal reinforcing to a
bearing wall, and shotcreting concrete onto it, and then restoring
finishes. Relocating users boosts costs further. Other simpler techniques are used in more limited ways: the building frame may be

Technical focus: A greater
knowledge of seismic forces has
spawned improved designs for
new buildings. The high cost of
upgrading older buildings,
though, defies easy solution.
reinforced with steel bracing; diaphragm action of floors or roofs
can be improved; parapets can be braced using steel angles.
Improving techniques for old and new buildings

Though it may seem prohibitively expensive to construct buildings
that protect contents from damage during a tremor, hospitals and
emergency facilities are already designed to remain in service during severe earthquakes. Now, some private companies have learned
that downtime after an earthquake can be financially ruinous. In Silicon Valley, new buildings for computer manufacturers are being
designed not just to protect occupants but to limit damage to facilities and equipment. For these owners, the value of the building's
contents is many times that of the envelope (which has typically
been a low-cost tilt-up concrete warehouse). Seismic design need not
impede architectural expression, as McGraw / Baldwin architects
have shown in a U.S. avy training facility that boldly displays its
lateral-force-resisting elements (following pages).

existing masonry wall

new concrete cross
beam above isolator
new transverse
prestressed rods

~~ r-.;;:--~~newisolation

bearing

exJStJng concrete
footing

iEISMIC ISOlATION FOR EXISTING MASONRY STRUCTURE

Potentially catastrophic dollar losses in urban areas has spawned
the development of new seismic damage-mitigation measures. Base
isolation, for example (left), is not new but it is increasingly seen as
both an answer for new buildings and a less destructive, less costly
technique for existing structures. Rubber bearings (laminated with
oil, steel, or lead dampers) that absorb earthquake movements are
installed at the bases of walls and columns. Eccentric bracing is another newer techn ique. Lower-strength links within the structure
sacrifice themselves as they absorb earthquake energy. The Ove
Arup Partnership is developing an "active resistance" scheme in
which movement wou ld activate computer-controlled energy-absorbing hydraulic pistons; a demonstration device is planned for the
Inventor's Hall of Fame in Akron, Ohio. Earthquakes: An Architect's Guide to Nonstructural Seismic Hazards, by Henry J .
Lagorio is useful and includes insights drawn from Loma Prieta
( ew York: John Wiley & Sons, 1990, $54.95). James S. Rus ell

!ismic isolation, using mom-absorbing bearings, is
creasingly accepted for hisric buildings. The details
own were used by Farell/
sesser Engineers with The
wenkrantz Group, archi:ts, for the Salt Lake City
d County Building.
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Flight Training Complex
San Diego, California
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Earthquakes were not the only
movements that architects
McGraw/ Baldwin had to consider for this recently
constructed facility, located on
a prominent waterfront site
within the Navy's North Island
base. The structure (built for
the Navy's use by United Technologies) houses flight
simulators for the Sikorsky
SH-60F helicopter and other
antisubmarine weapons sys-

tems. Mounted within high
long-span bays, these devices
create powerful dynamic forces
of their own as they imitate
real aircraft movements. In response to these conditionsand to poor soil-bearing capacity and the potential for
earthquake-induced liquefaction-the architects designed a
very light, braced-frame steel
structure. The dead loads are
so low that columns are sup-

ported on conventional spread
footings. Simulators, with
their much higher loads, are
separated from the building's
structure and rest on pile-supported pads. Interior clear
spans were maintained by
moving the "X" and "K" lateral bracing to the exterior
(section bottom), where their
force-resisting character is elegantly expressed. To further
reduce the force of lateral

accelerations, the building has
been divided into seismically
isolated thirds: two high-bay
hangarlike structures flanking
a central concourse containing
offices and services. The idea
behind the building is most
clearly visible at this central
pavilion. Its steel framing is
shown opposite. Opposite bottom: the entrance elevation;
below: the bay-facing side of the
central pavilion.
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Though the structure is most
visible at the central "public"
entrance pavilion, the braced
frames are selectively revealed
elsewhere as well, enlivening
elevations that are largely windowless. Bracing is visible
through windows at office
areas and in glazed stair
towers. With so complex a
framing system located to such
a great extent on the exterior,
penetrations had to be care-

--
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fully considered. The architects
detailed openings both through
the foam-and-metal sandwich
panel curtain wall and
through the storefront-type
window wall. The metal panels
were trimmed around the wide.flange beams (below left). Steel
plates welded to the beams create a rectangular penetration
through the window wall. (A
seismic joint is also visiblebelow right.)

To avoid transmitting lateral
movements across seismic
joints, framing as well as cladding had to be separated for
each of the building~ three substructures (details below). In
keeping with the Navy's modest
budget, the architects adapted
off-the-shelf low-rise cladding
systems to the task. The pror;ram also required that the
IJuilding envelope shield activi~ies within the building from

Electro-Magnetic/Radio Frequency Interference. The metal
panel system was found to possess inherent shielding with the
addition of a specially formulated sealant. Opposite bottom:
light is filtered under the entrance canopy through
stainless-steel grates.
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The program called for few
conventionally finished interior spaces, so McGraw/
Baldwin marshalled exposed
structural and service elements into a composition as
tightly organized as ~f trainees
were shipboard (the careful
alignment of a sprinkler line
at a stair, opposite, for example). In this they have eschewed
the gratuitously nautical
elements so beloved by Modern

\lO
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architects. James McGraw regards their structural
approach as instructive since
the hierarchy of braced frames
is visible through the central
concourse's transparent exterior. "Trainees can clearly see
how lateral forces are gathered
and resolved to ground, "he
comments. Below: the framing
around a seismic joint is
clearly visible.

Credits

Flight Training Complex
an Diego, California
Owner: U. S. Navy
Architect: McGraw/ Baldwin
Architects-James McGraw,
principal-in-charge; Ken
Baldwin, project manager
Engineers: Blaylock- Willis &
Associates (structural); Sevier
Engineering, Inc. (mechanical);
Van Buren, Kimper &

OPEN

Associates (electrical); Nolte &
Associates (civil)
Consultants: Van Dyke &
Associates (landscape); ERG
International (RF shielding);
Conspec Consultants
(specifications)
General Contractor: M. A.

Mortenson Company

1. Hangar
2. Shop
J. Trainer
4. Classroom
5. Lounge
6. Library
7. Computers
8. Instructors
9. Flight simulato1·
10. Learning center
11. Services
12. Conference

SECOND FLOOR
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The Hanna House
Stanford University

Though Frank Lloyd Wright
proudly proclaimed the efficiency of the 4 by 4 hexagonal
grid he used in this house, now
owned by Stanford University,
the building '.Y unreinforced
brick chimneys and complex
roof system were damaged in
the Loma Prieta quake. The extensive glazing and clerestories
gave little lateral load resistance. Forell/ Elsesser engineers
propose to tie the structure to-

gether with "connecting
lines"-wood blocking between
rafters for compression and
steel straps in tension. Plywood
roof sheathing will form a diaphragm and chimneys will be
rebuilt with steel reinforcement. Architects are the
Architectural Resources Group
and Martin Eli Weil. Completed in 1937 for less than
$40, {}(}(), the house '.Y repairs will
cost an estimated $1.8 million.

new 3/4-il. plywood
fastened with
stainless·steel

stainless-steel
angle

saews

E

nominal Ht-thick
vertical board

tie existing
framing to new
steel·tube

1/ 2-in batten

column----'<~---;.-;

DETAIL A
anchor angle

to slab----4!_/
new 1/ 2-in.·
plywood diaphragm --4'&..LU-A
typical entire
roof

'

'L' WALL SECTION

wall below

framing to
rebuilt pier

fill void with 3000 psi concrete

Pl.AN OF CHIMNEY
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Memorial Church
Stanford University

At the center of Stanford University's famous series of
interlocking quadrangles is
Memorial Church, designed by
Charles Allerton Coolidge and
C. E. Hodges (top). The church
was just three years old when
its tower, nave, and apses were
destroyed in the 1906 quake.
The church was rebuilt withov t
its tower (middle), retaining
from the original only its
arched crossing. The most re-

-

cent earthquake weakened the
crossing and a rebuilding
schem e has been proposed by
Degenkolb Associates
(drawings below). The firm is
working with Hardy Holzman
Pfeiffer to preserve as many
historic f eatu res as possible, in cluding mosaic-tile angels on
the pendentives. Other improvem ents (plan bottom) will
lock the crossing to the rest of
the structure.

- - - - - - replace
existing
wood framed
roof

----'<--- - - - --new 4 in.
lightweight
concrete fill

A ..__ _ _ _ _ new 2·1n.
metal deck

-

- - - - - new t:x'aced-steel
girders and
columns ancho<ed
to back arches

iecial Collections, Stanford University Libra 1ies
\r-- - - - - - drum at croSS1ng

bnck
crOSS1ng arches

~-+---- e x rsting

SEISMIC STRENGHTI-IENING OF CROSSING
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U.S. Court of Appeals
and Post Office
San Francisco, California

Completed in 1905, this building rode out the 1906
earthquake with a structure
that Eric Elsesser, of Farell/
Elsesser engineers, describes as
"well-conceived for its time."
The U-shaped building was designed by James Kno.1: Taylor.
(The courtyard was fully enclosed later.) Its masonry-clad
steel frame was made 1igid by
diagonal steel knee braces (details opposite). Occupants

moved out after the Loma
Prieta quake, and the building
was studied as the General Ser
vices Administration's first
potential candidate for base
isolation. (GSA 's most recent
guidelines recommend consideration of the technique.) This
study's conclusions will be veri
fled by an architect/ engineer
team that will develop a.final
design.for construction durin
1993. The base-isolation schem

existing
interior

concrete
over steel
deck overslab

steel

column

---=.,.___-

steel

PREPARATION

TRANSFER LOADS

ISOLATOR INSTAUED

existing----steel
column
stabilinng
and wall
~r:f-r.;....:~E:;=::=::=::::::J~-~-;=:!.._-;r:-_beam

new concrete
retaining wall

BASE ISOLATION OF PERIMETER COLUMN

BASE ISOLATION WITH NEW SHEAR WALL AT COURTYARD
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involves casting slabs between
internal columns to rigidify
the entire foundation, installing a steel-frame system to
l:Jrace the columns theniselves,
-rnd then 1·nstalling isolators
'Jelow the steel (sequence, top
trawings opposite). To mini·n ize excavation at the
1erimeter, isolators are set
nu ch higher on neu•ly reinorced walls (middle opposite).
)ther remedial work is pro-

posed, including installation
of new concrete shear walls at
the courtyard sides of the
building. The new walls ll'ill
maintain pro.files of the e.risting term calla and brick (top
right dmwings). Though the engineers proposed one scheme
that.filled the cou /"/yard 1l'ill1
new.floor space (this page bottom), the GSA decided lo
maintain the glass-roofed
courtyard (opposite bottom).

!-:1---eXIStJng
parapet

cornice

hollow·ciay-

_.C.....-+-l-----weld stlX1s

tile backup

to existJng

steel

"'o,
ol

01

g,
o•
~~P=---------~fil~

cast-111·
place
concrete
>--ll----srear wall
match
ex1st1ng
profile
~-'--f---hollow-clay

tile backup

r-llffj!-t'-it-'--''--.-lf+----ex1Sung

floor
structure
"===$~~'-;-:--#---reinforcing

welded to
ex1St1ng beam

EXISTING EXTERIOR WALL

EXISTING STEEL FRAMING

COURTYARD WALL

PROPOSED REBUILDING OF COURTYARD WALL

BASE ISOLATION WITH NEW CONSTRUCTION IN COURTYARD
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•HER GRfAT DOOR OPENING PERFOR•CE 11TH NO l:RO•TICS
Opening large, heavy entrance doors can turn just
about anyone into a first rate acrobat. We 've all pulled and
tugged with briefcase or packages or small children
in hand. (This experience can be as frustrating in mall
department stores as it is in high rise office buildings.)
Ellison found a solution to the problem in 1928 and has
been producing their amazing balanced doors ever since.
Each one custom designed and beautifully crafted from
bronze, stainless or aluminum, Ellison balanced doors
operate effortlessly regardless of size or weight. As they
are opened the hinge stile travels in an elliptical arc , not
only reducing wind and pressure loading, but also saving
sidewalk or lobby space. Long admired as the aesthetic
answer to the difficulties created
by heavy entrances, they can be
found performing in the finest
commercial high rises, hotels and
department stores worldwide . The
amazing act of balancing a door.
From Ellison . For a complete
Ellison Bronze Co., Inc
125 West Main Street
catalog and technical support
Falconer, New York 14 733
including design consultation ,
716 665·6522
call or write :
A division of Dowcraft Corporation

e
ellison
Circle 20 on inquiry card
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EVER GREEN™ GLASS

n a whole new Ii,._...
It starts with two revolutionary
glass products. Energy
Advantage ™ Low-E Glass,
LOF's color neutral, pyrolytic
Low-E glass. And EverGreen ™
Float Glass, the industry's
highest performing tinted glass.
Put the two together and you
get exceptional performance
values, unsurpassed year-round
comfort, and no color shift to
the outboard lite.
Look at the numbers, then
decide. You get an extremely
low shading coefficient with
high daylight transmittance .
Excellent year-round U-values.
1n

\•h~ot:o)tl"

, .. I

(,bl>~

"""

n •

~

Exceptional UV energy reduction. Low exterior reflectance.
Plus, easy handling and
reduced lead times.
Imagine your next project in a
whole new light. Add Energy
Advantage Low-E Glass to
EverGreen Glass, other tints or
ECLIPSE® Reflective Glass.
From LOF. Makers of the new
first family of glass.

B

Libbey
Owens

Ford

A membef of the Pilkington Group

C 1991 Libbey-Owens-Ford Co

r;;!~~~as~~,~~c~~:r'~t,~sesn ~Gt~ls Advantage ...
are lrademarks of Libbey-Owens -Ford Co

Circle 23 on inquiry card

Product literature

For more information, circle item
numbers on Reader Service Cards.

Surfacing Materials
Stone Looks
Folder highlights
the granite, marble,
and onyx colorations available in
stain-resistant
Avonite material, ineluding shaded
Gemstones such as
Lapis Blue, Emerald
Jade, and Smoke
Agate. Avonite.
400

o/
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VITRICOR'
.

,
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Lacquer-like
Surface
Design brochure iilustrates the
reflective gloss and
deep colorations
possible with
Vitricor acrylic,
showing the sheet
product used on cabinets, walls, and
furniture. Nevamar.
401

Edge Details
Design brochure
features striking
edge treatments
done in Gibraltar,
Wilsonart's new
solid-surfacing material. Color chips
show all 16 solid and
" tardust" colorations. Ralph
Wilson Plastics.
402

\U.4.\.. (\fll•ft«"

,.. n ...,P\f\llUMJ\l

GIBRl!,TAR

Custom Laminates
Illustrates over 160
Pionite laminate colors and patterns,
including stones and
abstracts. Explains
a custom program
that permits up to
six designs to be
silkscreened in up to
three colors.
Pioneer Plastics.
403

Decorative
Laminates
New design guides
present all of the
solid-color, woodgrain, and patterned
Micarta laminates,
grouped in palettes
of associated hues
for easier comparison and selection.
Westinghouse.
404

Solid Countertops
Design folder suggests creative
residential and commercial uses for
Surell solid-surface
material, supplies
technical data, and
highlights new colors such as teal.
Sample kit is available. Formica Corp.
405

Solid Composite
Catalog describes
the architectural
potential of Fountainhead, a
polyester/acrylic
material available in
solid colors and a
stone-like matrix
range. All color are
UL-listed as Class
A. N evamar Corp.
406

Countertop
German-made
DUROpal worktops
have a curved dripproof edge profile,
and a lightly textured melamineresin surface said to
be particularly
scratch-, heat-, and
stain-resistant. Advanced Technology.
407

Granite Look
Solidex comes in six
stone-like patterns,
including sandstone
burgundy, and jade
colorations, as well
as eight solid tones.
An edge-lock groov
facilitates building
up of cus tom edge
treatments. Guards
man Products.
408

Coordinating
New dark, jeweltones of Sierra
Black Pearl, Sapphire, Garnet, and
Jade featured in a
Corian selection
guide. All 18 colors
work together.
CAD-format design
help available.
DuPont.
409
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Look good.
Wear better.
Simply the best!
DUROpaJ Worktops

Europlex Color Range

- ---- ..--· - ·- -

Glossy Acrylic
American-made
with French flair,
Europlex acrylic
heet comes in
bright solid colors,
metallics, and distinctive granite,
marble, cobweb, and
crystal patterns.
Clear-Core.
410

SOLID~
~

A v,..., "'-
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Soft-colored
An acrylic solid-sur
face material
offered with colormatched sealants
and inlays, Avron
comes in 21 colors,
primarily subtle
pastels and earthtones. Formed ink
are available in all
colors. ICI.
411

/

11 ¥1" SHEETROCK
DSum Panels,
EC Core

Building and R novation file . Or write to
u_
s ~t 101 S. W cker Drive , Chicago , IL
60606-4385 .

____
11

s Gypsum Company

roduct Literature

For more information, circle item
numbers on Reader Service Cards.

Ceramic Tile

Includes 52 pages
on 22 different tile
lines, with guide
specifications on selecting, laying out,
and setting tile
floors and walls.
Florida Tile.

l:looluse nan.rre
isOO!utifuL

412
~- ....
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CoNNECTORs for

EARTHO!JAKE-RESISTA
STRUCTURES
Wf'llOl'l1'. CONrT&tCnON
I'll'*
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Dual-surface
Windows

Metalwork

A new residential
window, American
Oak has a solid-oak
interior frame with
an extruded-aluminum exterior, and
incorporates highperformance
commercial-window
features. Season-all.

Brochure illustrates
cast-metal restoration projects like
McKim Mead &
White bridges and
the Wrigley Building spire, as well as
commissioned
gates, railings, and
furniture. Historical
Arts & Casting.

413

414

Space Frames

Frame Insulator

Brass Hardware

Recent major
projects in enclosed
shopping centers,
airports, and large
exhibition areas
illustrate the structural efficiency and
design potential of
long-span and cantilever space frames.
Unistrut.

Insulbar thermalbreak material
permits the economical use of twocolor aluminum
profile extrusions in
windows and curtain walls, e.g.,
Kynar on the exterior and anodized
inside. Ensinger.

Folders highlight
locksets, decorative
cabinet hardware,
and bath accessories
made of hot-forged
brass, finished with
a baked-on clear
enamel that preserves the polish.
Baldwin Hardware
Corp.

415

416

417

Commercial Range

Tile

Shading Systems

A Garland stove
sized to fit home
cabinetry produces
the high temperatures required by
professionals. Features a waist-level
broiler, raised griddle, and stainlesssteel surfaces.
Welbilt Appliance.

Full-line catalog
covers both commercial and
residential products.
New items include
rope-mold trims in
bright colors, porcelain floors, and
Southwestern-hued
counter and wall
tile. Monarch Tile.

Manual and motorized blinds and
shade assemblies
for external and interior applications,
and fixed louvers
that can also serve
maintenance and se
curity functions
included. Technical
Blinds.

418

419

420

Anti-static
Flooring

Acoustic Ceiling

Seismic
Connectors

MHtertop Floor and Wall

How to use metal
fasteners to
strengthen new and
existing wood structures and increase
earthquake safety.
Shearwall construction and anchor
retrofits described.
Simpson Strong-Tie.

Morritex AS seamless epoxy flooring
comes in 16 contemporary hues, as well
as OSHA and custom colors. Uses
include healthcare
and clean-room installations. Master
Builders.

Architectural catalog introduces the
Eclipse ceiling, wit
NRC values in the
.65-.75 range. The
fine-textured panel
is guaranteed not
sag, and comes in
both Class A and
fire-rated versions.
USG Interiors. •

421

422

423
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Polymer Systems

EFCOMAKESA
GRAND ENTRANCE.

We wouldn't make an entrance any other way. EFCO Entrances are available in narrow, medium, and wide stile configurations.
Each is compatible with EFCO Storefront Systems 401 and 402, and each is available with a wide range of standard and
custom hardware. Need a grand entrance? Call EFCO toll free. 1-800-221-4169. In Missouri, call 1-417-235-3193.
EFCO Corporation, P0. Box f!J9, Monett, Missouri 65708-0f:fJ9.
©1990 EFCO Corporation
Circle 26 on inquiry card
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Product News

308 Sound-control system. Zero's new
Sound Tral"door gasketing enables an operable rated door to reach a Sound
Transmission Class level of 53. Four components interact to form the acoustic seal,
including special head and jamb seals, and
the door bottom and bronze rabbeted door
saddle shown above. The door bottom, which
may be mortise or surface mounted, works
automatically, with a concealed plunger-activated steel spring that drops a double
neoprene seal into place as the door is
closed, and retracts when the door opens.
Zero International.

309 Pennsylvania Dutch. Based on the
simple cabinets found in an 18th-century
homestead, the Kauffman doo r can have a
distressed finish with a warm, time-worn appearance. Heritage Custom Kitchens.

Product News

Product News

Stackable units made of
Appalachian red oak come in three sizes, up
to 30- by 42-in., and several flat- and tooldrawer configurations. Bookshelf and ba e
units also available. Mayline/ Hamilton.

311 Plan files.

10 Task support. ot quite a stool, the
itStand allows a worker to remain in a
tanding position close to the task, while
reatly reducing the load on legs and back.
eat height adjusts pneumatically. Sit-rite

A self-contained, energy-saving unit, the Leopard Intellivent
senses and compares room temperature and
supply-duct temperature, then regulates air
flow to maintain the temperature desired by
the room occupant. For use in any new or existing single-duct forced-air system,
including ceiling-plenum installation , the
diffuser fits into a standard 2- by 2-ft grid.
Dimpled jets and eight-way air-flow pattern
prevent drafts. Warren Manufacturing.
312 VAY diffuser.

From the 1991 collection of
corative elements licensed by the Frank
oyd Wright Foundation, gold-edged porce·n dinnerware was designed for the formal
1ing room of the Imperial Hotel. Furnir , fabrics, wallcoverings, rugs, art glass,
d silver objects are now offered directly to
trade. There is a $9 charge for the cata. Decorative Designs. (800) 343-9066.
W tabletop.

Sleek ZoneAire terminal
hvac units are only 18 1/2-in. front-to-back ,
with a gently curved top that discourages clutter or use as a seat. The plastic
housing, flame-retardant as per UL 94 5-V,
is durable enough for hotel, healthcare, and
school use. Inter-City Products.
Product News continued on page 131

313 Packaged AC.
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On Top ot= the !iituation
Specify a Bilco scuttle and put your client
on top of the situation. With a Bilco scuttle,
rooftop access occurs from within the
building itself, eliminating the hazards and
inconveniences of outside ladders. No
more worries about wet, slippery ladder
rungs, the unattractive appearance of a
fixed exterior ladder or the need to use an
extension ladder. With an inside ladder,
opportunities for vandalism are reduced
as well.
Available in aluminum or steel, Bilco
scuttles are designed and built to provide
long, trouble-free service. The integral
capflashing, fully welded corner joints and
thermoplastic rubber gasketing ensure
complete weathertightness.
For safety, convenience and easy onehand cover operation, nothing can match
a Bilco scuttle. See our catalog in Sweet's
Circle 30 on inquiry card
or send for a copy.

I ~ •'·f;M~tB
The Sileo Company, P.O. Box 1203, New Haven, CT 06505

Are your facilities accessible
for wheelchair traffic?

AL L TYPES• ALL METALS

•

Install the durable
performance of American
Stalr-Gllde products!

"'9
'

We offer a wide range of
PORCH-LIFT Vertlcal
Platform Lifts. Our nineteen
models are the largest and
most versatile line-up in the
industry. We offer 5 different
product groups with lifting
heights up to 12 feet. They
are the alternative to low-rise
elevators and ramps.

The ideal solution to
barriers imposed by stairs,
the CARRIER-LIFT lncllned
Platform Lift carries a
seated passenger or person
in a wheelchair up or down
straight run stairways or
around corners between two
or more levels of stairs.

~

I

I

I

I

RECTANGULAR

FINE MESH

24 Hour Sh ipment
Stock Panels o r C u t t o S ize

PCIRCIH.IFT
VERTICAL PLATFORM LIFT

I I

,.~-,~
Toll
Free:

800-237-3820

" Service Centers Coa st to Coast"

/

~
·

AMERICAN STAIR·GLIDE CORPORATION
4001 E. 138th Street • Grandview, MO 64030
816·763·3100
AR-069 1
FAX 816-763-4467 • TOLL FREE 1·800-383-3100

Circle 31 on inquiry card
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McNICHOLS
FAX

8'~289-7864

Circle 32 on inquiry card
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Product News
316 Glass-block Installation 1Jrld. The

IBP pre-framed aluminum grid eliminates
the need for traditional mortar laying up of
all thin-series (3 1/8-in. thick) glass block
patterns, making for a much quicker and
more uniform installation of walls, skylights, and floors. The biggest standard-size
grid is 96- by 144-ins., which can be mullioned together to create larger panels.
Perforations in the grid insure good contact
of the silicone sealant. Acme Brick Co.

Product News continued on page 133

14 Nouvel chair. Designed by the archiect for the lounge and bedrooms of a hotel
n the Bordeaux region of southwestern
ranee, Jean Nouvel's Saint James chair exibits Gallic thrift: no cushioned part goes
nused . The heavy-aluminum frame posiions each slipcovered, cushioned pod so that
hey seem to float. Ligne Roset.

6

years,

100 tons of lettuce,

30 tons of bananas (seven tarantulas),
25 tons of sq uash,

two tons of squasb ecl squasli,

I 5 Tile s election. Part of an updated

nge of literature, sample panels, and other
e-specification help, an Architectural Color
ip Chest offers all of the manufacturer's
azed and unglazed products in 2- by 2-in.
mple pieces. The lid explains the placent of various colors within the kit,
ggests custom-mosaic installations, and
ls how to order full-scale tiles as needed.
ited States Ceramic Tile Co.

one Raynor Rolling Steel Door,
one Raynor Distributor.
RAYNOR ROLLING STEEL COORS
Yrars from now, .vou'll be glad you specified a Raynor Rolling
Strei Ooor. .. bcraus<' the on ly thing as reliable as a Raynor Door is a
Raynor Distributor. To loraw the one nearest you. rall 1800 545·0455.

Circle 35 on inquiry card
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Their roof gives you
more installers.
Ours gives you more roof

Before you buy a roof, maybe you should see what you're buying.
Take the built-up-roof in the top picture, for instance. Look at all those people
installing it. Are you buying a roof, or renting a small army? Now, look at
the Stevens contractors in the bottom picture. Rather small_group, wouldn't
you say? That's because they work with the Stevens Hi-Tuff® Roofing System.
Which costs a bit more to buy, but is much less expensive to put down. So
more of your money gets spent on the roof. And less on their labor. Add the
life cycle energy costs and the Stevens roof is actually less than the built-uproof. Because the Hi-Tuff® roof is white, so it saves on air conditioning . Plus,
it's made from Hypalon~Which makes it naturally fire resistant. Chemical
resistant. And strong, because hot air welded seams are the most reliable
in the industry. So don't let the biggest part of your
roofing investment walk off when the job's done.
Get a Stevens roof and keep it where it belongs.
On the roof. To find out how, call today at
(413) 586-8750 and ask for Dave Brown
or Bruce Abbott.
• Hypalon is the registered trodename for DuPont's chlorosulfonoted

polyethylene (CSPEJ synthetic rubber.
©Copyright 1990, Stevens Roofing Systems Division,
JPS Elastomerics Corp., 395 Pleasant St., Northampton, MA 01060.
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